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Council Looks at Money, MIT
No. 18
By Mary Enterline '70
mission, the Coretta Scott King
mission the Goretta Scott King
Fund, a continuing education pro-
gram, and changes in curriculum
lieadcd the topics considered by
Academic Council at its meeting on
Thurs., Feb. 27.
After Miss Ruth M. Adams, Pres-
ident of the College, opened the
meeting by noting that Wellesley
has 13 Woodrow Wilson designates,
Academic Council considered the
form of the ballot for electing the
faculty representatives to the Com-
mission on the Future of Wellesley
as a Woman's College. Mrs. Joan
Bishop, director of the Placement
Office, submitted a report on the
Placement Office.
Board of Admission
Council then approved a motion'
by Alan Schechter, assistant pro-
fessor of political science, on behalf
of the Board of Admission that Don-
ald Polk, director of special pro-
grams, be named an ex-offlcio mem-
ber of the Board. Since Mr. Polk
only assumed his position on Feb.
17, Council also voted that in lieu of
Mr. Polk, Miss eJanne Burrcite, as-
sistant to the director of admission,
become a voting member of the
Board for this year, Mr. Polk will
read and make suggestions on ai>-
plications.
Two reports dealt with the
Wellesley -MIT exchange. Mrs.
Kathryn Preycr, associate professor
of history, submitted a report from
the Wellesley -MIT Committee
which noted that Mr. Robert Garis
of Wellesley 's English Department
is offering a new course entitled The
Interpretation and Judgement of
Films, within the curriculum of
MIT, while Eugene Goodheart of
MIT Humanities Faculty is (caching
one section of English 226, Studies
in Fiction, in the Wellesley English
Department.
MIT-Wellesley Plans
Now under plannning for the
1970-71 school year, another new
course, Aesthetics and Architecture,
will be taught jointly by Mrs. Ingrid
Stadler, associate professor of phil-
osophy, and Mr. Sandford Anderson
of the MIT Architecture Depart-
ment. The third endeavor to be re-
ported is a strictly exploratory In-
vestigation Into a direction new to
both institutions. Under the aus-
pices of the joint MIT-Wellesley
Committee, Stephen London, assis-
tant professor of sociology, and
Mrs. Mary Bradley, associate pro-
fessor of education, together with a
person to be appointed by MIT will
investigate "the possible ways In
which the two institutions can
evolve curricular innovation in the
area of metropolitan (urbnn-subur-
ban) education."
In the second report dealing with
Ihe MIT-Wellesley exchange, Miss
Phyllis J. Fleming, Dean of the Col-
lege, noted, "There are approxi-
mately 50% of the Wellesley stu-
dents and 25% of the MIT students
are taking courses in areas closely
related to their majors."
Disparity In Numbers
She dnntinued, "The question of
disparity in numbers must also be
faced. In the first semester more
MIT students applied for the ex-
change program than Wellesley
students, while in the second the re-
verse was true. One reason for this
is that MIT did not push the ex-
change program in the second sem-
ester because of "heir experience In
the first with the large number of
applications for cross-registration.
MIT has generously offered to
ignore the unevenness in numbers
this semester but we cannot, of
course, continue the program on
such a basis."
The Coretta Scott King Fund for
"uniquely qualified" students has
reached $6553. According to Miss
Grazia Avltablle, professor of Ita-
lian, 52 members of the faculty and
staff have contributed $1900 und
pledged $75, while 17 others have
pledged $4633. The committee will
send out a letter to alumnae, the
text of which appear sin this Issue
of Views.
Continuing Education
After Hillary Rodham '69 an-
nounced how the student repre-
sentatives to Academic Council
were chosen, Mrs. Mary Lcfkowltz,
assistant professor of Greek and La-
tin, introduced two proposals from
the Committee on Curriculum and
Instruction on a continuing educa-
tion program at Wellesley. The first
resolution, which had originally
been submitted last November,
called for establishment of a
continuing education program at
Wellesley "to enroll students in
course work presently offered at
the College, on a part time basis,
when appropriate leading to the
B.A. or M.A. degree."
The committee also proposed that
Council recommend that the Board
of Trustees approve the admission
of men to the continuing Education
Program, and that It make a rec-
ommendation to the Trustees on the
funding of this program. The com-
mittee suggested two alternative
recommendations concerning fees.
Two Alternatives
Under the first recommendation
tuition would be charged In line
with present fees for unricrgriid-
uates, a system which would mean
tuition at less than cost. Under his
policy here will be some drain on
Collcg funds but outside funds will
be sought either to defray the drain
on College funds and/or for scholar-
ships.
As an alternative policy the Col-
lege could charge tuition on the
basis of covering the complete costs
of the program. In this way College
funds would be left availabe to
other purposes and scholarships
would be restricted to those whose
"need" for such aid has been estab-
lished. Under the other proposal ev-
eryone would receive financial aid
In the difference between the cost
of the program and their tuition.
Under the November proposal a
pilot program was to begin in 1969-
70. Since no funds are now available
for such a program next year (for
scholarships and administrative
staff), the committee moved "that
for 1069-70 Interested departments
be authorized to solicit applications
and to recommend candidates to
the Graduate Committee for admis-
sion for study towaid the M.A. de-
gree on a part-time basis, following
regulations presently specified in
Article XVII of Articles of Gover-
inent Book L"
Curriculum Change*
After much (llsciiMlon this pro-
posal was withdrawn because Buch
a program Is possible under cur-
rent College rules, so that action by
Academic Council was unnecessary.
Discussion on the November resolu-
tion and on a motion by Mr. Schech-
ter which called for a sense of the
meeting vote on continuing educa-
tion were eventually tabled so thnl
Miss Fleming for the Committee
on Curriculum and Instruction
might submit the proposed changes
in curriculum for 1969-70.
Recommendations for changes in
curriculum, which will be voted on
at the Mar. 6 meeting, Includes a
recommendation for the establish-
ment of an extradeparlmental ma-
jor In United States Studies. Coun-
cil then elected its three delegates




John Raardon, baritona with tha Mafropolitan Opara Company, to tinq Sehu-
bart'i "01a Wlntarroiie" hara on Mar. 9.
JohnReardon toSing
Renowned Theologians to Probe
'Religious Dimensions Of Hope9
Hope for the future Is the focus
for the symposium on "The Religi-
ous Dimensions of Hope in the Re-
humanization of Society," to be
held on Fri., Mar. 7 and Sat., Mar.
8 in Alumnae Hall. Fred Den-
leaux, professor of religion and
Biblical studies, finds the considera-
tion of the future meaningful and
notes that hope is not much talked
about today. "Our hangups today
arc only temporary," he notes.
Four speakers, representing a
wide range of theological thought,
will highlight the symposium: Jur-
gen Moltmann, professor of theo-
logy. University of Tubingen, Ger-
many; Robert Bellah, Ford Pro-
fessor of sociology and compara-
tive studies, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley; Paul Lehmann, pro-
fessor of systematic theology, Union
Theological Seminary; and Ileana
Marculescu, former professor In
the Institute of Philosophy. Ru-
manian Academy of Sciences, Bu-
charest.
Jurgcn Moltmann has conemed
himself directly with the doctrine
of hope. In his essay, "Hope and
History," asserts that recently "a
Christian faith In God without
hope for the future has called
forth a secular hope for the future
of the world without faith In God."
"But since in the future we will
either perish together or survive
in a new community, we have a fu-
ture only In the singular. We have
many pasts but only one future."
To meet the challenge that non-
Christians have put to a hopeless
Christian theology, Moltmann sug-
gests a theology. "The universal
horizon of eschatology reveals the
reality of the world as history,
manifests faith In Christ as practi-
cal hope ior the coming Geo", and
thus qualifies herein the past "and
the present as history of the fu-
ture of God."
A Curural Gyroscope
"Perhaps the central function
of a religion is to act as a cultural
gyroscope, to provide a stable set
of definitions of the world and,
corrclatively of the self, so that
both the transclence and the crises
of life can be faced with some
equanimity by the society or per-
son In question," states Robert Bel-
lah in Religion and Progress In
Modern Asia, discussing the role
of religion in modernization.
Also exploring the role of rell-
clon In secular society, Paul Lch-
mnnn urges In an article In Afrira
(Continued on page 12)
by (V. •mil Bclsar '72
Music lovers at Wellesley will be
offered a rare treat this weekend
when the College presents John
Reardon, leading baritone of the Me-
tropolitan Opera Company. On Sun.,
March 9, at 8 p.m. in Jewett audi-
torium, Mr. Reardon, assisted by
pianist Bliss Herbert, will perform
Schubert's "Die Winterreisc."
Mr. Reardon, who sings regularly
with American opera companies
across this country and in Europe,
has appeared with the Metropolitan
Opera in Paris as the Count in "Le
Nozze dl Figaro" and at the Festival
of Two Worlds in Spoleto, Italy, as
Pelleas In a new production of "Pelle-
as et Melisando." He is well known
for his portrayals of Don Giovanni,
Pelleas, Count Almaviva, Scarpla,
Papageno, and others.
Variety of Interests
Also very much at home in con-
temporary opera, Mr. Reardon, has
probably created more roles than
any other singer of this generation.
In addition to the many world pre-
mieres in which he has appeared,
Mr. Reardon will soon be heard In
an opera written especially for him
by Lee Holby based on Tennessee
Williams' "Summer and Smoke."
Mr. Reardon Is as busy In con-
certs and on television as he is In
leading opera houses. His orchestra
engagements include roles in Brit-
ten's "War Requiem," Haydn's
"Creation" and "The Seasons," and
Bach's "St. Matthew Passion." Most
recently, he has appeared on the
Bell Telephone Hour and has record-,
cd Menofti's "The Old Maid and
the Thief and n solo album of con-
temporary art songs.
Youth Disappointed In Love
"Die Winterrelse." which Mr.
Reardon will be singing on Sunday,
was written in 1827. Composed by
tl"« Viennese Franz Schubert (1797-
1828), this cycle consists of twenty-
four somrs based on the works of the
poet Wllhclm Mullel. It Is In "Die
Winterreisc" that the "genuine
songs" of Schubert arc said to have
found their culminating point.
The central character of the poem
cycle is a sensitive youth disappoint-
ed in love and disillusioned with life
who sees only death as the ultimate
end of his wintery Joumey. Gerald
Abraham in The Music of Schubert
explains the story this way: "In
this winter world, broken by a dream
of May, two suns had set, the suns
of love and hope, which had faded
In spring, .
. . down the road of
life where a signpost points another
begins to set, the" sun of life itself.
As he goes on his lonely way down
that road, the only visible figure
Is the hurdy-gurdy-man into whose
beseeching cap not a coin falls. To
the one tune the man can play the
traveller makes his song."
End of His Journey
Schubert was young and yet old
when he came to write "Die Win-
terreise." His mood has become
much more melanchol> during his
later years and he had been seriously
III for a long time experiencing dis-
illusionment and finding life to be
losing its brightness. Johann Mayrho-
fer, a poet and close friend, said
that for Schubert as for the hero in
his lyrical outpouring "winter had
come."
Not simply the poetic content of
the songs of "Die Winterreise"
which matched his mood and con-
dition exactly, moved Schubert so
profoundly, but also the problem of
their exhaustive interpretation. The
thirty-one year old composer lavish-
ed all his genius for line color and
emotional description upon this
cycle, the proofs of which he spent
the last conscious moments during
his fatal illness correcting. In Hs
Schubert, a Musical Portrait, Alfred
Einstein says of "Die Winterrelse,"
It Ls "another of the products of that
second 'childhood;' that blending of
extreme simplicity and impressive
power which only a great genius
achieves at the end of his journey."
(Continued on page 5)
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A New Awareness
Equipped with a newly acquired revolver, Guido St. Laurent
had once boasted to his father, "I can shoot out all the lights in the
whole city with this gun." His father replied, "Yes ... but can you
shoot them all back on again?" When, a few days before he was
assassinated, St. Laurent recalled this conversation for NBC-TV,
he was involved in "putting the lights on" in Roxbury. He had
helped found NEGRO, the New England Grass Roots Organization
which was developing a complete black mechanics training center
in Roxbury.
The fights still must be put on. Big in problems, Roxbury is
;mall in area, and it docs not have the highly-concentrated popula-
tion of the high-rise New York ghcttoes. Yet, much of it remains
substandard in its housing, its public services, and its schools. Since
Boston is one of the first cities to receive- Model Cities aid, a large
amount of money in proportion to the size of the population pours
into Roxbury everyday. Behind this massive aid lies a theory that
large sums of money may yield visible results in Roxbury, while
a comparable sum would go unnoticed and ineffective in the slums
of Chicago. This theory also suggests, as Stephen London, assistant
professor of sociology, has pointed out, that if these programs are
not successful in Roxbury, they may not work anywhere.
In 1968 the Kcmcr Commission charged the real roots of
racial ills lay in white racism. Yet, a week ago, the Urban Coalition
and Urban America, Inc. could report no significant changes in the
facts of ghetto life. If anything, the problems were more pressing,
more crucial, and, with prevailing white attitudes, less potentially
soluble.
The black community has been responding to its vital challenge;
the white community has not adequately reciprocated. Black aware-
ness is necessary for the white community, as well as for the black.
In order to work with black people in one society, white people must
understand their feelings and their racial pride. Black efforts must be
supported and encouraged by the presently white economic and
political resources without undermining their autonomous claim to
black allegiance. With the positive development of a black conscious-
ness it is vital that black identity grow in a physical and social en-
vironment which in itself reinforces pride. This means better hous-
ing (in buildings which arc more than dehumanized, prefabricated
destroyers of neighborhood feeling), better job opportunities, better
education, better health care, and elimination of discrimination.
For years people have called for these essentials, but their cry has
not been heeded.
Black economic and political power is crucial to the survival
of all Americans, black and white. Poverty and racism arc too blat-
ant in this country to be ignored. Children continue to starve; a
greater percentage of blacks than whites arc unemployed, and
schools remain segregated.
The greatest tragedy is that this editorial could have been writ-
ten four years ago. and unless there is black awareness it could.be
printed in another four years with little change. With the problems
accelerating and mounting daily, there is no time for complacency
or self-satisfaction. What is being done is not enough, nor is it fast
enough to help the forge number of blacks now livine under the op-
pression of white racism. In the words of Eldridgc Cleaver. "^Blacks
must be allowed to feel at home in America." Only then will we
have one, rather than two separate and unequal societies.
Down From the Tower
A college is no longer a neutral entity; it can not exist isolated
from society. Black power and white raoism arc crucial issues in
today's society, and as such they affect the College. Not only must
the College educate people to live in society, it must also accept the
responsibility of helping to create a society consistent with its ideals.
News congratulates the Administration for their recent actions
which indicate a commitment to the future of the Boston black com-
munity. The S20.000 certificate deposit in the black-owned Unity
Bank (sec article p. 5) shows a trust in black business. In addition,
the Administration plans to participate in discussions about a Rox-
bury community college which will extend highor education to min-
ority groups.
Featured in the Feb. 23 Boston Sunday Globe, the Roxbury
community college plan involves 1 1 Bofiton area colleges—H-rvard,
MIT, Boston Univcrisity, Northeastern, Tufts, Brandcis, University
of Massachusetts in Boston, Boston College, Simmons, Whcclock,
and Massachusetts Bay Community College. Model Cities Admini-
strator Paul Parks hopes that each participating university will con-
tribute part of the academic program for the community college.
Since the details have not been worked out and none has made a
firm commitment yet, Wcllcslcy can still help to make this dream a
rCnlk
^PH ,, sccs u,csc rccent actions as a* beginning. We hope that
the College will strengthen its commitment to the black community
through further projects. Only through increased communication
and involvement will the College be able to fulfill its role as a sooial,




Why must Wellesley College stu-
dents pay forty dollars to live In
Wellesley College dormitories from
March 22 to March 30? Was any
count taken of the number of girls
who would have liked to have stayed
on campus over the coming break?
Why must a student who could use
the week for research and study at
Wellesley be penalized by a forty
dollar charge and in effect be forced
(iff the campus? And although staff
reductions may necessitate a Vaca-
tion House, an inconvenience to both
those who are assigned rooms and
those who must vacate them, why
should different social rules than







If your mall box Is not crammed
with letters saying "Who does Mrs.
Gillespie think she is suggesting
that students stay out of the Col-
lege's business in running dorms for
the Community' " —you are not
being read. What nn Incredibly
stupid statement to have been
made by ono who claims to know
nmolhlliK nhmit n Wollesley Col-
lege dormitory, What price House
Presidents-House Councils-Sen-
ate?
Actually the reported comment
was somewhat inaccurate. Earlier
in the evening it was pointed out
that what a student docs In her own
room Is her business until she, by
disturbing her neighbor, makes it
someono cUo'i. Tho answer to the
student who wnnted an O.K. on
what went on In hor room finished
with a re-lterntlon of that Idea
—
"you mind your business and keep It
out of (or do not make it) mine 1 "
Yours truly,
Honoria B. Gillespie
Head of House. Tower
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What Education
Ed. note: The following petition
was submitted by the Education
Curriculum Committee, n group of
students working with Mrs. Mary
Bradley, associate professor of edu-
cation.
To all members of Academic
Council and Wellesley College stu-
dents:
An increasing number of Welles-
ley students are becoming interested
in the study of education. Most ed-
ucation courses are over-enrolled
in one case this semester, a new
section had to be opened to accom-
modate the overflow. Both semes-
ters this year there have been two
large sections of Education 200. In
addition many students have shown
their interest in education toy work-
ing as aides in classrooms, as tu-
tors, and In after-school educational
programs.
Early in February, Mrs. Bradley
met with several students to dis-
cuss the curriculum changes she is
presenting to Academic Council.
She has proposed measures to im-
prove courses by making them
more academically stimulating and
demanding, more relevant to stu-
dent interests and needs, and by
emphasizing the relation of educa-
tion to other disciplines.
It has been proposed that:
* Education courses should be rec-
ognized on equal status with those
in other departments and should be
included as a means of fulfilling
the Group B—Social Science. Re-
ligion and Biblical Studies and Phil-
osophy distribution requirement
* As many education courses are
interdisciplinary, students should
not be restricted In the number of
education courses they may take.
* Several courses be revised to
draw upon the students' education-
al experiences as a basis for evalua-
ting educational philosophies.
Course descriptions be reworded to
fit State teachers' requirements
when this Is possible without alter-
ing the course content
• All education courses now of-
fered alternate years should be of-
fered every year to allow more
students to enroll and to facilitate
a student's planning of her sched-
ule.
• Due to growing interest in ele-
mentary education there is a need
for more rigorous, specific courses
in this area with classroom experi-
ence, especially since Page School
is closing next year. This would
benefit not only those who wish to
teach but also those concentrating
in fields such as Psychology and So-
ciology. To this end, Mrs.Bradley
says that arrangements can be
made for Wellesley students to en-
roll in practice teaching seminars
in elementary education at other
colleges, Framingham State for ex-
ample.
• We stress that Education be ac-
cepted as a means of fulfilling
Group B distribution requirements
and be recognized as an academic
discipline of equal status with
others in the College.
We believe the study of educa-
tion to be invaluable both as an
academic pursuit and as an impor-
tant discipline in Interderpartmen-
tal studies. We do not believe that
the "proctical" side of the study
of education (i.e. leading to tea-
cher certification) undermines its
value as an academic discipline,
nor that the study of education
Is Incompatible with a liberal arts
criucnllnn. Rather, extending the
scope of the Education Depart-
ment can only serve to benefit the
entire academic community. It is
time that a conscientious effort
be made to upgrade the Education
Department at Wellesley.
As a first step, we strongly urge
members of Academic Council to




(Ed. Note: The following Is the
pre printed text of the letter of
solicitation to be sent to all alum-
nae on March 28 regarding plana
for the Coretto Scott King Fund.)
Dear Friend,
With great pride we announce
the establishment of The Coretta
Scotf King Fund as part of a new
effort at Wellesley College. This
Fund was named in recognition of
a woman whose strength, purpose-
fulness, and personal grace are an
example for ail women.
The Fund will be used to pro-
vide financial aid for girls who
have not had the same educational
opportunities that most Wellesley
applicants have enjoyed, but who
have the motivation and academic
potential to benefit from a Welles-
ley education. The Fund, which
originated at the time of Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King Jr's death, was
thought of as primarily for black
Americans. But since it was In re-
sponse to Dr. and Mrs. King's
dream for equal educational oppor-
tunity for all, the Fund will be
open to all Americans.
We share with Miss Adams and
the College community a deep in-
terest in further diversifying the
student body, especially by adding
members of minority groups. Di-
versity in a student body means a
true exchange of ideas and expo-
sure to varied life styles. Such di-
versity enriches and deepens the
lives of all those associated with a
college.
The College will exert every ef-
would b eligible for this Fund, In
fort to admit twenty-five girls who
next year's class and In the three
succeeding classes. Many will need
almost complete financial support
— about $4,000 a year. The purpose
of the Fund is to provide this sup.
port.
Those who have been working
on the Fund Invite and urge you to
join in this effort — a very special
effort, above and beyond regular,
unrestricted giving to the College.
This will be a permanant Fund,
so you may make special gifts to it
In future years. But a magnificent
response now will put this new
program on a solid foundation.
Wellesley has dealt wisely and
Imaginatively with her students,
both black and white, at a time of
widespread student unrest around
the world. Our College has kept
open the lines of communication
between students, faculty, admin-
istration and Trustees. Wellesley
has had the courage to say yes to
change and Innovation.
Let us, in turn, say yes to Wel-
lesley by supporting this great
educational venture.
Very sincerely yours,
Madeline Tiger Bass '56
for the Advisory Committee
New Horizons
To the editor:
The Student Education Commit-
tee, a standing sub-committee of
the College Government Associa-
tion, will elect its officers for
Spring 1969 — Spring 1970 next
Thursday, March 13. In room f at
4:15. Like other existing structures
of Wellesley College government,
SEC recognizes the Inadequacies
of its present form and anticipates
major changes In Its composition
and function next year. Until then
it will continue to be the forum for
discussion of educational policies;
the link between students, the Edu-
cational Policy Committee, and the
Curriculum Committee: and the
sponsor of Co-op Ed.. Freshman
Reading, Course Evaluations, and
other ongoing programs. To insure
close co-operation between Senate
and the SEC. the NSA-SEC repre-
sentative will be a co-chairman of
SEC. She will work with a project
chairman, publicity chairman, and
secretary. Anyone Interested in one
of these positions should contact
Linda Baron. TCW, before the
election meeting. Anyone is eligi-
ble to run, although the project
chairman should have had some
experience with SEC or a related
committee. A brief discussion
among the candidates will precede
the election on March 13. Next
fall, dorm reps and a new rep
from SEC to the EPC will be se-
lected.
Membership on SEC is open to
anyone. If you have a gripe, an
idea, or a project, the committee
can offer the support, manpower,
or publicity you need and report
your Interests to the Educational
Policy Committee or other appro-
priate group. Meetings are always
open and are usually held on alter-








Princeton ii "accepting appllca-
tioni, but wa ara not activaly so-
liciting them," according to the
Fab. 12 Admiiiioni Bulletin. There-
fore, iff up to you to contact the
Univariity. If there ara enough
well-qualified applic.nti, Prince-
ton will probably go co-ad looner
and in a big way.
If interested in "integrating"
Princeton contact Justine Kant,
TCW, 237-967? for general Infor-
motion or write Mrs. Carol Thomp-
son, P.O. Box 430, Princeton, N.J
.
08540, for application forms. Ap-
plications ara due May I, and
there Is no application fee.
MARCH 4 MOVEMENT
CONTINUES MARCH I
MIT Research Stoppage Day,
Mar. 4, has programs which ex-
tend to Sat., Mar. 8. On the agen-
da for a continuing look at the
university, research, and technolo-
gy ara the following panel dis-
cussions:
9:15-10:45 Social Consequences
of New Developments in Biology
and Medicine. S. Luria (MIT).
Alex Leaf (M6H). and B. Magas-
anlk (MIT), chairman.
11:00-12:30 Uses of Computers
and Data Storage in tha Social
Sciences. Chairman: Jerry Lettvln
(MIT).
1:30-3:30 Applications of Tech-
nology to Urban Problems. Lewis
Mumford. Lisa R. PeaHle. Bernard
J. Frieden. Alvin W. Drake, Robert
M. Fano (all MIT), Victor Sldel
(M6H). Jamas Moray (Urban
Planning Aide).
3:45-5:15 Discussion of future
activities. All dlscusions ara sche-
duled for Room 10-250.
QMflMifei page??3
"Daybreak In Alabama"
When I gel to be a composer
I'm gonna write me some music about
Daybreak in Alabama
And I'm gonna put the purtiest songs in it
Rising out ol the ground like a swamp mist
And falling out of heaven like soft dew.
I'm gonna put some tall tall tjees in it
And the scent of pine needles
And the smell of red clay after rain
And long red necks
And poppy colored faces
And big brown arms
And the field daisy eyes
Of black and white black white black people
And I'm gonna put white hands
And black hands and brown and yellows hands
And red clay earth hands in it
Touching everybody with kind fingers
And touching each other natural as dew
In that dawn of music when I
Get lo he a composer
And write about daybreak
In Alnlinmn
— Langston Hughes
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Black Art Interprets Heritage
by Alvrn Wanllnw 'O'J
guest reporter
In recent months, the American
public has expressed an Increas-
ing interest in the art of the
black man. Exhibits on black art
have been burgeoning in galleries
and museums across the country.
Criticism on the work of black
artists once non-existent, is now
apparent In many Journals. The
Hnrvard Art Review, for Instance
devoted Its entire winter Issue to
the topic "Art in the Ghetto".
The opening last month of the
controversial exhibit "Harlem on
My Mind" at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art has dramatically
heightened the dialogue on black
art. Last weekend for Instance,
the special exhibit on the culture
of Harlem had to be temporarily
closed, Ironically enough, "due to
capacity crowds". Black art how-
ever, has not sprung up as sud-
denly as have these recent exhib-
its. The black artist, anonymous
until recently to even his own
people, has been continuously
creating since he was brought to
this country.
Within the realm of works cre-
ated by blnck artists there ex-
ists that segment in which the
artist consciously deals with the
experience of being black. It Is
this segment which may be cor-
rectly defined as black art, for
it Is In this phase of the artist's
work that he attempts to relate
visually his response to psycho-
logical and social experiences
which arc particular to him be-
cause of his race. In this creation
identity becomes an inherent and
elemental force in his creative act
of black art the artist's racial
rather than an incidental one. Al-
though some styles may seem
particularly suited to express the
black experience, one cannot ex-
pect to find the common denomi-
nator of black art in n universal-
ity of style, but rather through
its universality of experience. In-
fluenced by various European
styles, each artist has found for
himself the most effective tech-
niques for interpreting his black-
ness. Thus the binding thread
which runs through black art is
a thematic rather thnn a stylistic
one. Finally because black nrt is
responses to common or analo-
gous experiences, a study of black
art In America demands an ex-
ceptionally keen awareness of the
social forces surrounding the ar-
tist, and an understanding of how
such forces influence him.
Hcrltagn Withers
The black man was first
brought to this country In 1619.
The slave in this forced exodus to
a new environment experienced In
quick succession two very devas-
tating events. He was first
wrenched without warning from
the culture which he had devel-
oped for himself In Africa. And
upon his arrival in this country
he was prevented from undergo-
ing the process of natural accul-
turation, the gradual acceptance
of the values of a new culture.
The white man not only syste-
matically undermined the remains
of his heritage by dissolving fam-
ily ties but also he allowed the
slave to embrace only those prac-
tices of his culture which would
not threaten his own position.
Under such detrimental condi-
tions, the art heritage of the
black man to a great extent with-
ered away. His removal from an
environ where he had been free
to develop his work for tribal rit-
uals and the channeling of all his
artistic talents into the produc-
tion of necessities hindered him
in expressing himself freely. De-
spite their unstable living condi-
tions, however, some of the Af-
rican art heritage of the slaves
dlil persist long nfler their re-
moval to the United States. In
the 1800's, for instance, pottery
und tombstones made by the
slaves were often decorated with
designs typical of art work in
Western Africa.
Racial Themes
Following the Civil Wnr and
the resulting abolition of slavery,
black men finally had the oppor-
tunity to develop themselves more
fully as artists. They were b|k>ii-
snred frequently by while patrons
of the nrts. However, feeling an
obligation to their sponsors to
produce work typical of styles
fashionable at the time and hav-
ing the uncomfortable recognition
of being one of the country's first
"blnck" artists, II Is no wonder
that arllsls of this period fell
some Inhibit Inn about tackling ra-
cial themes, mid were generally
Imitative of major movements In
this country. The most outstand-
ing example of artists working
during this period are Edmonia
Lewis, a Boston-born sculptor,
and Henry Tanner, u painter
trained In Europe whose work
dealt mainly will) religious
themes.
Although Individual black ar-
tists continued to receive training
In the fine arts and could occas-
ionally, as did Tanner, employ a
racial theme In their work, it
was not until the second decade
of this century that n true move-
ment amongst blnck artists be-
came evident. With the nlnctccn-
Iwenlles came a mnss migration
of blacks to northern urban cen-
ters — Chicago, New York, De-
troll. Thus, the black man found
himself again migrating and ad-
justing himself to a new environ-
ment. This time however the ex- I
perience was not totally foreign.
And he now had the freedom and




Writers, musicians, and artists
began to characterize in their
s.ueiu >(3Biq am paiaujuiop ipmM
work those scenes and events
life. This attempt to define cre-
atively the black experience be-
came known as the New Negro
Movement. Works of the New Ne-
gro Movement may be divided in-
to two schools. Artists like Ar- 1
chlbald Motley and Jacob Law-
rence whose paintings Saturday
Night and St. Louis Riot depleted
scenes typical of life In the north I
for the black man are consid-
ered to be of the Urban School. I
In the South, there was a simul-
1
taneous development of black
painters Into what came to be
known as the "Atlanta School".
Headed by Hale Woodruff, then
an nrtlst at Atlanta University
|
and presently an artist In rcsl-
I
denco nt NYU, this faction of the
New Negro Movement produced
genre scenes of the black man In
the rural south. The woodcut
was a favorite medium of expres-
sion for the 'Atlanta School" ar-
tists.
II won the mural and, Ironi-
cally, the depression which pro-
vided artists of the New Negro
Movement their final Impetus.
During the depression, the Work
Projects Administration estab-
lished a Federal Arts Project In
an effort to provide men with
jobs. Thus, artists who were un-
able to receive private commis-
sions could work on murnls In
public buildings, ninck artists
had hern looking for a way In
effectively convey to other black
men the vilHlness of his herllnge.
The mural was I he perfect
means. A public work. It deman-
ded a grand theme because of
its sheer size; and it would be
seen by many. One of the most
outstanding murnls, Evolution of
the Negro Dunce, may still be
seen nl the 1,-I7lh Street Library
In Harlem.
Individual
The late forllcs witnessed the
final dissolution of the New Ne-
gro Movement. Many artists be-
came inactive; others went on to
explore different facets of their
creativity. One trend which was
evident however was the tenden-
cy more nwl more Inwards the
Individual In their work rnlher
than toe interpretation of grand
(Continued on page 0)
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"F»et Llv« Thoir Own Uf»" — Langiton Hugh«
Donald L.Polk, in New Wellesley Post,
Hopes to Aid Understanding Black Pride
Student Interns Call Working with Tom Atkins
"Wonderful Way to Learn About Government"
by Peggy Macklewlcr
A "partisan connection" with
city councillor Thomas I. Atkins
led Miss Ann Congleton, assistant
professor of philosophy, to organ-
ic thr Tom Atkins Internship
Program. There is "no depart-
mental alfiliotion, no direct nca-
demic tie" between Wellesley and
Atkins. Miss Coglelon stresses.
Yet several students here eagerly
donate time and enrergy to serve
as office aides. A veteran of the
program. Suzanne Salomon '69,
describes her work as "a wonder-
ful way to learn about urban gov-
ernment nnd to interact with dif-
ferent kinds o fpeople." What kind
of man can inspire such loyalty
nnd enthusiusm in his admirers?
Thomas Atkins is a third-year
law student at Harvard and a coun-
dllor-at-large on the Boston City
Council. His past record of achieve-
ments Indicates his impressive ta-
lents. At Indiana, he served as the
first flick student president in the
Big Ten system; he earned his Mas-
ters degree in near-Eastern studies.
Later he acted as the executive
secretary for the Boston branch of
the NAACP and as business mana-
ger for Celtic star Bill Russell.
Elected to the Council for a two-
year term In 1967, Atkins became
chairman of the Urban Renewal
Committee. The Council then be-
came "more independent," com-
ments Miss Congleton. "There
were controversies between the
mayor and the committee mem-
bers." Presently chairman of the
Public Welfare Committee, Atkins
has also assisted in planning of the
Model Cities program.
Office Helps Community
"The Atkins office is really will-
ing to have students take on as
much responsibility as possible,"
says Miss Congleton. "The area
(Roxbury In particular) has tradi-
tionally been neglected." Perhaps
the most vital service which the of-
fice provides is crocessing consti-
tuents' requests for help In dealing
with city machinery. Wellesley vol-
unteers may conduct research for
legislative projects or concentrate
on the "day-to-day response" to
community's comments and pleas.
During the first semester, Suzle
Salomon devoted her volunteer
time to a project on public utility
services. She sees Atkins as a new
"renaissance man — Intellectual,
charming
. . . he's concerned not
just about blacks, but about all poor
people." Laura Stleg 70 also be-
came absorbed In her work in the
Informal, "emergency-type" office.
She recorded the public's com-
plaints concerning rent control,
landlords, housing, street lighting,
nnd public services such as refuse
collection. Commenting on the de-
mands of volunteer work, she added,
"If you really want to do some-
thing, if Ifs Important to you, you
find the time." Linda Baron 70 en-
joyed the "exciting atmosphere" of
the Atkins office: "we'd watch Paul
Parks come in nnd go Into tirades
about the Model Cities program."
(Continued on page 11)
By Martha Wasson '71
Having spent one week with the
Wellesley community, Donald L.
Polk described his role as director
of special programs in an interview
with this News reporter. On Feb.
17, he began work as director of
Wellcsley's participation In the
MIT-Wellesley Upward Bound Proj-
ect, ns counselor for Wellesley stu-
dents, and as advisor to the Board
of Admissions.
Currently Mr. Polk and Dr. Louis
Menand, MIT Upward Bound Direc-
tor, are waiting for word (which
they expect In two weeks) from the
Office of Economic Opportunity in
Wnshlngton, D. C, concerning the
eight-week residential coeducation-
al program planned for next sum-
mer. Anticipating a need for funds
from the Wellesley community, he
asks that any student organizations
interested in fund-raising projects
contact him.
Suggestions
Regarding the kinds of programs
Upward Bound might Include, Mr.
Polk has several suggestions for
both the summer and the Saturday
projects. For example, he would
like to hold a class on study skills.
Emphasizing the importance of the
good use of group counseling, Mr.
Polk explained that counselors
should hold small group discussions
with Upward Bound participants
and then use the knowledge of each
other which they have shared. In
addition, he hopes he can help
Wellesley students to leam tech-
niques of working with groups and
individuals and, perhaps in this
way, to facilitate a more meaning-
ful Incorporation of academics into
the students' lives.
With a background as a psychia-
tric social worker, Mr. Polk, who
puts himself on a middle ground be-
tween the deans and the psychia-
trists, will act as a general coun-
selor to all students. In addition, he
will provide a program of counsel-
ing and assistance to the "uniquely
qualified" students which Wellesley
is seeking for the freshman class
next fall.
Admissions
In order that he might advise the
Board of Admissions concerning the
"uniquely qualified" a p p 1 i cants,
Mr. Polk has begun reading applica-
tions. One criterion for judgement
guiding Mr. Polk is the contribu-
tion the prospective student might
make to the college community.
"One ought not to emphasize sur-
vival at Wellesley more than Is
necessary. After they are accepted
we'll have to be sensitive to the
specific need of the individual stu-
dents," explained Mr. Polk. He
urged thorough re-thinking of the
term "uniquely qualified." Obvious-
( Continued on page 11)
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METCO Presents Problems
by Joann Lawless '71
Ed. note: The following are oxeecpts
from a Sociology 220 paper on
METCO, which Include* busing 0f
B o x b a r y children to Weuesley
schools.
"Sometimes we have problems get-
ting along on the bus. But when
we are all together and everything
is going alright, I feel that we are
all one big happy family," writes
one student, whose handwritten com-
ments are reproduced ... In the
METCO busing program brochure.
The METCO office In Pilot House
on Humboldt Avenue (Roxbury) rein-
force this picture . . . Scotch-taped
on the wall by the secretary's desk
Is a magazine clipping — a photo-
graph of a group of children and the
quotation, "If these kids don't make
it, neither do we."
... In his office upstairs, Herb
Owen, who leads bi-weekly discus-
sions of METCO high school stu-
dents and hopes to begin "sensitiz-
ing" creative arts sessions, has hung
a map of Southeast Asia, a child's
water color of sun and trees, and a
picture of a Biafran infant . . .
These impressions, which tell more
about METCO than Its official pro-
gress reports and statistics, indicate
its sensitivity and concern.
The fact remains that the 900
children In METCO are subjected
each day to "a very difficult ex-
perience at best." They board the
bus at 6:30 a.m. and are dropped off
again at 5:30, (the) children sacri-
fice sleep and recreation. The ques-
tion of psychological damage Is un-
answered; the program goes on . . .
Robert Coles, well-known and re-
spected for his study of Southern
school desegratkm, Children of Cri-
sis, was also the first researcher to
study psychological effects on
METCO children In Its first two
years . . . Every day for a year, he
rode the METCO buses, to and from
Roxbury, the second year, he made
the trip once or twice a week.
Coles finds that In the variety of
feelings expressed — self-doubt and
hatred combined with a wish to suc-
ceed, to shed old restraints, pride is
growing: they are "hurt — not
necessarily damaged — by what they
sense to be an almost Inescapable
fate." Contrasting Northern chil-
dren with those In the South, Coles
asserts they "have managed on the
whole successfully," but are not as
satisfied with the experience.
.
. . Coles concludes that early
busing participants adjusted "quite
well." Tholr grades have Improved:
there Is no evidence of major psy-
chological difficulty . . . Further-
more, nearly half have improved In
general "spirit," showing better
health and attendance.
Within the generally encouraging
picture, however, Coles did find a
wide range of psychological respons-
es: anxious fear, which "gradually"
became less noticeable, defense
mechanisms, the tendency to ration-
alize . . . One Interesting finding
is the envy and rivalry with friends
and siblings which children report-
ed: "being watched to sec if whltey
rubs off on you."
The Initial timidity of METCO
newcomers often turned to bitter-
ness: "I don't want to be like them.
I Just want to get what we're en-
titled to. My father, he says we
should go over there and read their
books and come back here and be a
credit to our people."
(According to Coles) with no sys-
tem of segregation on which to blame
racist treatment, Northern children
"take It personally." As they experi-
ence "the unexpected, the different,
the new," they are able to do so
to "their psychological and educa-
tional advantage." . . .
(Despite several efforts, research
on the busing program encounters
Important problems. In METCO, bus-
ing selection was not done randomly,
and there are further possible in-
fluences of many extraneous vari-
ables.)
Black- children may feel pressured
as "symbols." Unsympathetic staff
may feel vulnerable to exposure as
bigots . . . "Not only must the re-
searcher be competent In research
design, but he must be especially
sensitive to the feelings and reactions
of the disparate groups with which
he must work."
(When Dr. James Teele of Har-
vard nnd Clara Mayo of Boston Uni-
versity asked parents), "If the
school board could build a qunllty
school In Roxbury would you prefer
your child to go to It," 67% of the
first enrollees replied yes, while
85% of the 1966-67 old enrollees,
who has "been In the program for a
year, gave an affirmative answer.
, . . Because Teole nfid Mnyo hnvo
found thnt reports of preJinHco In-
creased the higher the grade, nnd
because ... the earlier age at
which black children attend Integra-
ted schools the greater their aca-
demic Improvement, they reject the
stance of political leaders who op-
pose busing the young . . . They
criticize educators and social scien-
tists for demanding quick poslttvo
results from black children becnuiio
of the "great stress" this places on
those few black children attending
Infegrated schools.
. .
. METCO Itself Is engaged In
evaluation research . . . Interesting
and valuable at this early stage . . .
are the impressions and perspective
of a co-founder, Roxbury parent and
former Boston teacher. Mrs. Betty
Johnson. She began by asserting that
METCO "docs not even start to hit
at the problems," and Is "not the
answer."
"The kids are driving themselves,"
literally and figuratively. "Just be-
fore vacation," there are "definite
problems on the buses." . . . One
primary schooler breaks Into tears
whenever the teacher offers help.
She is "too kind and sweet," unlike
the teachers the girl was used to,
and the child feels pressured to
please her . . . There Is some pro-
blem with stealing, Mrs. Johnson
admits. Kids envy the material
wealth of the suburbs.
In spite of this Jealously and frus-
tration which some feel, also re-
ported by Coles, Mrs. Johnson stres-
sed that METCO students see that
suburban students have "the same
types of problems, such as their
parents' lack of understanding." . . .
When called down by the adults for
not socializing, they replied, "We've
tried," "You don't know."
... A similar picture of the
strength and sophistication of
METCO high school students emerg-
ed from talking with Mrs. Betty
Richardson, a member of the re-
search staff . . . Mrs. Richardson
stressed the "racial awareness" of
black students. "METCO students
are lilp, tuned In," and consequently
"In favor of community control."
. .
. Sho pointed out that when a
student switches from an all black
to an nil while school, he can't help
but experience a "confrontation."
"It's not being neurotic, but Just the
fact of being black." . . . "The older
kids," In short, "are moving toward
an anti-integration stance." Ironi-
cally, then, due, Mrs. Richardson
feels, to blnck militancy, n program
designed to promote Integration Is




Should METCO, Indeed be aban-
doned or eclipsed In the fight for
community control, If it helps In-
crease support for It? A serious con-
sideration Is whether, as Mrs. Rich-
ardson also points out, It drains In-
terest nnd manpower from the fight
for good schools In Roxbury, creating
even grenler frustration . , A se-
cond serious question Is whether . . ,
growing racial pride, however
healthy, conflicts with participation
In integrated schools and striving for
vhlte educational advantages. Is the
black student's situation even more
stressful?
While the Harvard educators de-
vise new methodologies and new
suhurbnn Innovations, . . . Ihe kids
have already adjusted, confronted
their rnclnl Identities, and outgrown
Integration. They have Jumped, as It
were, on a new bandwagon.





Operation Exodus Reaches Out
For Educational 'Promised Land?
College Opens Roxbury Account
COX TO SPEAK
Or. Harvey Cox, profatior of di-
vinity at Harvard Univertlry. will
•peak on "Tho Search for Moral-
ity and Meaning" on Tuei., Mar. II
at 7:30 p.m. in the Welloiloy High
School Auditorium.
An ordained Baptilt miniitor liv-
ing in Roxbury, Or. Cox lorved
from 1955 to 1958 ai the Diree-
tor of Roligloui Sarvieei at Ober-
lin College and in 1962 and 1963
at a fratornal worker to increaio
two-way communication botween
Eait and Wait for the Gonner
Minion in Eait Berlin. He ii the
author of leveral booki including
The Saxular City. The Situation
Ethics Debate, and *V»tlvlty and
Fantasy, the laHer to appear in tha
near future.
Ticked will be available at tha
door. Mambari of tha college com-
munity are Invited to aHend at
the ipacial half-price rate of
$1.25.
CORRECTION
Newi epologiiei to Mm. Mari-
lyn GoHler, '47 for the mliprint Is
har latter to tha editor in the Fab.
13 liiua. A line in ha firit para-
graph read "many faculty premi-
se! whan It thould have read
"many faulty premliat."
by Suo HeJnemann '70
Wellesley has Just mnde n $20,000
certificate deposit In the Unity
Bank and Trust Company In Rox-
bury. Unity Is one of 20 black-own-
ed nnd operated banks In the U.S.
According to the Feb. 28 Issue of
Time, "Business at Unity Is done
in a deliberately casual atmosphere
designed to put people at case. Rock
music plays softly from loudspeak-
ers. Bonk employees banter with
people who Just drop in to have a
neighborly chat."
In the Beginning
In a telephone Interview, Mr. Roy
G. Guiltarr, executive vice-presi-
dent and treasurer of the bank, de-
scribed the "phenomenal" growth
of Unity In Just seven months.
"When the plans first originated,
we found a number of people who
didn't feci the same way we did,"
he explained. "They doubted the
need for a Roxbury community
bank. We've already proved that
need."
"We opened on June 24, 1968,
with 1.2 million dollars," Mr. Gult-
tar continued. "Now we have 9.2
million. Of the 20 black-owned
banks In the country, we ore now
about the sixth largest; we were
the eighteenth to open ... In less
than 90 days we were out of a defi-
cit and operating at a profit."
Tremendous Besponse
Mr. Guitarr emphasized, "The re-
sponse of the people was the most
beautiful part — both Inside and
outside the community." Although
about two-thirds of Its clients arc
black, the bank also has accounts
from suburban residents and white-
owner firms.
"Within the community," Mr.
Gulttnrr added," people 'hey
nro being trcntod as human beings.
He explained that they hnve pro-
vided exlra services like additional
banking hours on Saturdays.
"Here everybody's a very Impor-
tant person when they walk in the
door, because they're our deposit-
ors," he stressed. "Young people
ore delighted to go to a bank where
they can meet the president, shake
hnnds and talk." Mr. Gulttnrr felt
this emphasis on personal commun-
ication is one of the greatest ad-
vantages of a community bank, dif-
ferentiating it from large, Imper-
sonal city banks.
Thanks to the Staff
"A great deal of pride nnd a
great deal of determination has
gone Into this bnnk," stated Mr.
Gulttarr. "For a long time people
doubted the ability of young black
men and women to run a bank.
Right now we're averaging about
34 new accounts per day, which in-
creases the pressures of our office,
management and staff. So far
everyone has kept his cool and done
his best to service the public."
"We're very fortunate with our
board of directors,," he continued.
'There are 16 blacks with our
board and six white businessmen
of diversified backgrounds — all
dedicated to the bank. Through
their supervision, the bank has gain-
ed a strong foothold and laid a
solid foundation for growth."
The Greater Task
Looking over his experience with
Unity, Mr. Gulttarr feels that the
best part has been meeting new
(Continued on page 11)
by And! BIren '71
For a child in the Boston public
elementary and junior high schools.
Operation Exodus provides on al-
ternative Started In 1965, this bus-
ing progrnm, the first In Boston,
Involves 36 schools In a project be-
gun simply with the Idea of reliev-
ing over crowding. As by-products
of this Idea Boston has seen the
realities of improving racial bal-
ance in the schools, enabling the
children to change their education-
al system and have more up-to-date
textbooks nnd equipment In some
schools, depending on the individual
principals and teachers, Afro-Amer-
ican history courses have been in-
troduced.
Operation Exodus has no federal
or local grant; the organization
raises Its own funds. Because of
this, it has been unable to expand
Into the suburbs, as METCO has
done, and as Operation Exodus
would like to do eventually.
Evaluation Problem
Although a representative in the
Operation Exodus office termed the
project a success, Dr. James Teele,
professor of sociology In the Har-
vard School of Public Health, who
Is evaluating studies of the pro-
gram, declined to label It. Since the
printing of a monograph on the
subject by co-authors Ellen Jack-
son and Clara Mayo, he has be-
come less optimistic. The results
of his studies will be ready this
summer. Hopefully they will tell
something about what he considers
the real problem to be evaluated,
the problem of teacher-student atti-
tudes.
Often, educators get involved In
trying to prove something by look-
ing at improvement or lack of im-
provement in test scores, but Dr.
Teele feels this Is just a way to
justify racial prejudice. Instead,
amounts of bigotry or recepUveness
in teachers should be measured, as
well as evaluation of the situation
the children, as unwanted outsiders,
often have to face.
Suggested Reading
In the January 1969 issue of the
Journal of Social Issues the prob-
lem of how to evaluate programs
like Operation Exodus is treated.
Dr. Teele also recommends the Her-
ner Gommlsadon Follow-up Report
to anyone with the idea that school
Integration has succeeded he feels
that It never had a chance to suc-
ceed. Contemplating this dim view
of Integration attempts and the pos-
sibility of study results proving as-
pects of Operation Exodus less than
successful, Dr. Teele commented
finally on the place of community
control (e.g. Ocean Hill-Browsville)
as a unifying element. Community
control in a highly successful form,
he suggested, could provide quality
education for children at their
neighborhood schools, avoiding the
problems of alienation and resis-
tance often encountered by children




(Continued from page 1)
Speaking of his depressed and re-
served condition throughout the con-
ception and writing of the cycle,
Schubert said that these songs "have
affected me more deeply than has
been the case with any other songs."
When, during their first perform-
ance, his friends found them difficult
to understand, Schubert replied That
these songs of "Die Winterreise"
gave him more pleasure than all his
others, "and they will one doy give
you pleasure, too."
NEXT YEAR AT DARTMOUTH?
Dartmouth repreientativei were
at Room f on Monday night to
explain a lyitem whereby Wellei-
ley girli can ipend a term in Han-
over next year. With valid acado-
mic reaiom, itudenh may apply
to profenori at Dartmouth for ad-
miition to their clanei; once pre-
liminerily approved, they thould
furniih rocommondationi, etc. til-
ing Welleiley'i more flexible leave
of abience policies, it will be poi-
lible to obtain academic credit
for the term. Oetaili will appear on
flyeri to be diitributed in dorms
loon. Leah Otii '70 in Davii can
aniwer further queitioni on tho
program.
C.G. COMMITTEE HEADS
C.G. Committee Headi are now
being lelocted. Any lophomoro oV
junior Intereited In any of tha fol-
lowing committee! ihould land her
name to Elixabeth Stowa, Caia-








Hathaway Houia Truttae ('71
)
Mayling Soong Foundation ('71
)
MIT Coordinating Committee
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Student Leaders Voice Support for South End Rent Strike
by Shu Wing '71
In n tenenunl In Boston's South
End last Sunday, a group of local
college students including six Wel-
lesley girls, scraped plaster from
the walls and ceilings of a bare
ground floor room. The room was
unhealed — "Anyone living there
for any length of time could easily
end up with pneumonia," a fourth-
year Harvard medical student said
later.
Down the hall, in a small back
room burned one bare light bulb.
An overpowering stench of rat is-
sued from a gaping hole in the
corner — "A view of the 'sub-
basement,' " someone joked, but
didn't laugh. A small wrought iron
stove provided the only heat, and,
with the leaky sink next to it,
comprised the "kitchenette." The
rent for this one-room "apart-
ment" Is 15 dollars a week. Its ten-
ants, however, like those of many
other apartments, in 18 other
South End tenements, are not pay-
ing rent. Their rent strike against
landlord Joe Mindick, initiated by
the South End Tenants' Council,
was the focus of the students' In-
terest on Sunday, (see News,
2/27/69, p. 8)
Statement of Support
That afternoon, the student body
presidents of the colleges rcprescn-
tatived submitted a statement to
the press. Combined wih the first-
hand reactions recorded by this re-
porter, the statement presents the
major impressions of, and commit-




OF SETC RENT STRIKE:
"We are here to announce our
support of the South End Tenants'
Council rent strike against Joe
Mindick.
"For the past three hours, we
have been Involved in a building
flx-up, trying to bring some of the
worst of Mindlck's places up to a
semblance of proper living stan-
dards. Frankly, we were shocked
at what we saw. — (I don't think
this celling has ever been plas-
tered over completely) That a pro-
gressive city such as Boston could
permit landlords to maintain
dwellings with inadequate heat,
falling plaster, unpainted walls,
and ratholes in the floor Is beyond
belief. (Look, I think the wall's
made of cardboard.) We have seen
all of these things in Mindlck's
buildings, and we believe that the
city should be held responsible for
the failure of the landlord to com-
ply with the housing codes long
ago.
"A few years ago, volunteer ef.
forts such as we have just com-
plerted would have been received
by the public with great support In
the spirit of American charity. We
are not looking for that kind of
support today. We take no great
pride in doing a landlord's work
because this city is unwilling to
enforce its laws. As the advertise-
ments are saying, unfair housing
is not simply unfair, it's illegal,
and Joe Mindlck's buildings are
both. The laws should be enforced,
and if funds arc needed to restore,
rather than to demolish these dwell-
ings, funds should be provided for
such restoration.
"We intend to bring more at-
tention to the housing crisis in the
South End. As an immediate step,
we intend to circulate a petition on
our campuses in support of this
rent strike. The petition will de-
mand that the mayor enforce the
housing codes of the city of Bos-
ton, and that he provide funds to
restore all salvageable buildings to
adequate standards for the tenants
who live in them.
"Once support has been built
among students — and we are
sure that it will be — we Intend
to organize student canvassers with
petitions throughout the city, so
that the citizens of Boston might
express themselves on this issue.
"Students have shown how ef-
fective they can be in door-to-door
canvassing during political cam-
paigns. We will demonstrate an
equal Impact in building support
for an important public cause. —
(Ed Schwartz, past NSA president,
now a graduate student at Bran-
dels, and originator of petition pro-
ject: Last year, I was Involved
In tlm . . . general student thrust
toward tho McCarthy campaign
. .
. nnd saw the possibilities that
some of tho same techniques could
bo used for building support for
ghetto rent strikes.)
"For the past few years, leaders
of tho black movement have urged
that white students redirect their
energies nway from volunteer er-
rors In the ghettos which enn I dil-
ute minimally lo> I he solution of
i;hetto problems. Inwards efforts lo
convince our parents and their
friends In Hie predominantly while
community that the problems are
theirs, that the solutions lie In their
hands. — (Ed Schwartz: Wo don't
want to paper over these problems;
that's not onr general thrust These
problems are basic; these problems
are political . . . We might also
ask, for Instance, where some of
our own universities are going
. , .




what, say, the repercussions of
Harvard moving In . . . has done
to tho financial and economic fibers
of tho community.) — This peti-
tion, building first student, then
community support, will be the
first serious attempt to apply this
principle to a rcol problem. (Bob
Roye, vice-chairman, South End
Tenants' Council: What good do
the students do? Well, sometime,
maybe people will get to asking,
. . . why do these other whites come
nnd help these blacks . , . and peo-
ple will begin to wonder .
.
. and
that's the way snpport comes In.)
— We can think of no better placo
to start than with the housing cri-
sis of Boston, as evidenced by the
rent strike of the South End Ten-
ants* Council."
(Signed,)
Fran Dubrowskl, SBP Newton Col-
lege of the Sacred Heart
Jnckle Ferrettl, SBP, Emmanuel
College
Joe Fltzpatrlck, SPB, Boston Col-
lege
Jeff Gren, SBP, Northeastern Uni-
versity
John Honlfy, President, Harvard
Undergraduate Council
Pixie Loomls, CG President, Wel-
lesley College
Ellen Messer, SBP, Radcliffe Union
of Students
Edward Schwartz, past national
president, Nat'l Student Associa-
tion, Brandels
Stu Werbe, SBP, Boston University
Eric Yoffee, SBP, Brandels Uni-
versity
(Ed. note: For further Information,
Wellosley students should contact,
Flxlo Loomls '70, Shafer, Gall Rich,
ardson, '71, Stone, Hillary Rodham
'69, Ann HI IT In '71, Linda Kronlng
'71, or Suo Wing '71, all Davis.)
'MultiService9
Aids Roxbury
by Fat Nicely '71
Roxbury's five-year-old, privately
endowed Multi-Service Center of-
fers a new and different approach
to the solution of ghetto problems.
Located at 317 Blue Hill Ave.,
and staffed by 50 professionals
plus additional college students and
other volunteers, the center offers
five basic nnd many affllloted ser-
vices lo the lloxhury community,
ip.li lo nimble It lo handle an
entire family nnd lis problems.
Housing, social services, legal
aid, and neighborhood services and
employment are the five areas In
which the center works, but It
nlsn oxlentls these activities nnd
cnopernlcH with other cnmniunlly-
Hcrvlro nrwnil/.MllniiH, such ns the
Ni'lltblKil'hniH! Yotllh Corps.
HelHcy IIiihno 'flit nnd Betsy Pnl-
lerson, "7<> worked ns volunteers at




door and canvassing i'csidc-1 _ <
particular project. 'We wanted to
see whnt Ihc reaction of the par-
ents nnd the children were, Rcp-
nrnlely, lo the different camps the
kids hud been sent lo by Hie Cen-
lor Inn I summer," snld RelRey. "In
other words, we wanted feedback,
but for specific family files. We
weren't making a general survey."
Social Service FoIlow Ups
Mrs. Mary Lou Morris, co-ordln-
ator of voluntecers nt the Center,
exnlnins that the work Betsey was
doing Is called social-service fol-
low-up, nnd Is one of the activities
o*~cn to colleec-ngod vnb'ntoers.
"It is not always possible for
volunteers to work directly with
people, even though they want
»o." said Mrs. Morris. But she ad-
ded that there are case-workers
needed, ns well ns a.ais:..
.. in
the neighborhood services branch
of the Center, whsre Fran Rusnn
T>9 worked last year.
Neighborhood services plays an
Important part In the new com-
munity-development focus of the
Center. It Is an attemnt to stimu-
late more community participation
through the formation of education-
al, 'Olillcnl, iiirim /• '
recreational groups within the
community, In ndillllnii to the so-
cial services now provided. 'Per-
sonal casework Is nlwnys neces-
sary, even in community develop-
ment." Mrs. Morris added.
Privately Funded
The Miilti-Sciylce Center opened
in Jnnunry. 1965. as a three-year
pilot project funded by the Ford
Foundation. Now In Its fifth year.
It receives funds from the Office
of Economic Opportunity Poverty
Fund, the ABCD, permanent chari-
ties, and other foundations.
'The Center is practically uni-
que." said Betsey House, "because
it can handle all the problems of
one family—employment, housing,
social problems and even mental,
health—all In one plnce."
There are no Wellesley students
working there now ns volunteers,
but there are students from Bos-
ton University. Harvard, and
Wheelock and Simmons Colleges
participating In some of its activi-
ties.
A Boston College two-yenr ur-
ban education program for the
mnster's degree Involves six hours
a week of work at the Center.
Mrs. Morris says there are always
openings for volunteers to work.
Fair Housing Faces Obstacles
By Mary Entcrllne '70
What docs a Fair Housing Com-
mittee do when members of minori-
ty groups do not live in their town
not because of discriminatory prac-
tices by renltors but because of the
high cost of real estate? The Fair
I lousing Committee of Wellesley
faces thin situation.
"I'm not trying to make excuses,
but we're caught," explains Mrs.
William Allison, chairman of the
committee. She continues that not
only are there only a handful of
houses under $30,000 with many of
the rest nt $60,000, but also there
arc very few apartments, so that
rent Is $200 n month for a tiny two-
room nparlment.
Fine Laws
"Since Massachusetts has fine
fair housing laws, there Is little
trouble with realtors," she com-
ments. If a house Is publicly adver-
tised, anyone has the right to buy
it.
Originally formed 11 years ago
when fair housing and realty laws
were not on the book, the commit-
tee consisted of citizens willing to
act as white testers, and to offer
moral and physical support to mem-
bers of minority groups trying to
buy homes in the town. "The town
was settled and continued In an
exclusive way," states Mrs. Alli-
son, who remembers when the first
Jewish family moved Into the town
thirty years ago.
Blocks, Orientals
"We're pretty much over that
now. We have a temple," Mrs. Alli-
son comments. "Now we're con-
cerned with the blacks and orien-
tals."
According to Mrs. Allison, there
are five or six blnck families and
three or four mixed families In the
town. "If we think a family might
have trouble moving In, we might
hold a neighborhood meeting, but
we haven't done much of that re-
cently," she adds. The committee
has also written to businesses to
tell them the committee will help
nny of their personnel who are
members of minority groups and
who would like to move Into
Wellesley.
No Subsidizing
Wcllesley's Fair Housing Com-
mittee has not done anything with
subsidized renting or secondary
mortgages. Mrs. Allison admits that
some members are annoyed and
think the committee should raise
money for new programs. Yet any
program would require changes In
(zoning) Inws which would have to
be passed by what Mrs. Allison'
call s a "conservative" zoning board
and town meeting.
She cites a case In another town
near Boston where concerned citi-
zens had worked with the govern-
ment for two and a half years to
launch a middle class housing pro-
grom. At the town meeting the pro-
gram was shot down with com-
ments of "We don't want that kind
of peaple here." "It's very hard to
move suburbia," Mrs. Allison ob-
serves.
Equal Bights
Within the last three years the
committee has turned its attention
to fair housing and equal rights.
"We helped augment the high
school history courses with mater-
ial like films on black history. We
did a lot of work with the elemen-
tary schools to introduce books
with Illustrations of blacks and
whites
.
. . We keep the issue be-
fore the public . .
.
This year we're
working on a library exhibit," Mrs.
Allison notes.
The committee also runs an In-
tegrated summer program at the
high school which' 12 Wellesley
students and 12 black students from
Boston attend. The black children
have complete scholarships. Boston
movements also contact the Fair
Housing Committee for financial
help.
Brotherhood, But . .
.
When the Fair Housing Commit-
tee ran an ad in the Wellesley
Townsman, 2000 people signed it
and made a stand "for brother-
hood." Yet of Wellesley's 30,000 res-
idents only 150 belong to the Fair
Housing Committee.
"And almost all of those who do
the work are women," comments
Mrs. Allison. "I wish I knew why
the men do not work. They have
the power—the money and the
jobs."
Prlolrties
"After Dr. King's death there
seemed to be a great Impetus, but
not now," she continues. "It didn't
work like a catalyst as we had
hoped."
Mrs. Allison states that she has
learned the word to explain the
problem— "priorities." "People
have to choose priorities," she ex-
plains, "and right now they seem




basically very self-oriented ... I
skied, too, yesterday when I could
have been working in the ghetto."
Still Exclusive
Wellesley, according to Mrs. Al-
lison, Is still "very closed and ex-
cusive and the vast majority of
the residents want to keep it that
way." The town prides itself, she
states, "that a lot of people do
things In Boston — it helps ease
consciences."
"People don't want to hear any-
more. People in the upper income
group have had It. They don't want
to go to church and hear the minis-
ter preach about brotherly love.
They turn off documentaries on the
t. v. . . . They don't want to hear
the Kerner report People seem sat-
urated!—hence, the ostrich act," she
observes.
"I don't know how to get people
turned on—before we have a nation-
al tragedy," she concludes. "I wish
I knew how to get people to hear,
let alone to act."
Black, Puerto Rican Children Share Benefit of
Jonathan Kozol's Store Front Learning Project
by P^rey Mnckiowici "n
How can a disadvantaged child
escape "the manipulative operation
of a domineering teacher" which
sometimes passes for a public school
education? The staff of the Store
Front Learning Center, championed
by Jonathan Kozol, author of Death
at on Early Ago, offers an answer.
These people have set up a study and
recreation center ut 90 West Brook-
line Street which Is especially design-
ed for young blacks and Puerto Ri-
cans. According to t!.e publicity re-
lease of this community organization,
education should be "a creative and
active endeavor of the individual pu-
pil." An enthusiastic advocate of
this approach is Connie Hoenk '69.
"Extremely impressed" by both
the Center and its founder Kozol (a
former teacher In the Roxbury school
system), Connie will serve as a vol-
unteer there in connection with her
Sociology 320 course, entitled "Ur-
ban Social Systems," u seminar di-
rected by Steven D. London, assist-
ant professor of sociology. "Each
member of the class is required to
be involved in some community
project in the Boston-Dorchester-
Rnxbiiry aren," Connie explains.
The course grants "academic credit
for relevant service activities."
Connie sees the establishment of
4»
" Whoro'. Hi* hon* for iho kid that't black?"—Langiton Hughai
Black Describes Frustrations
by Sue Helnomann '70
Coming of Age In Mississippi. By
Anne Moody. The Dial Press. $5.95.
Simply yet poignantly written, Anne
Moody's autobiography, Coming of
Ago In Mississippi, Ls more than the
story of one person. It is a history
of black people and their struggle.
Poverty, unemployment, Injustice
and discrimination characterize the
black experience in Anne's depiction
ut the rural South, just as they, do In
Claude Brown's portrayal of the ur-
l>an North.
Coming of age with Anne, one
.shares her frustrations and fears.
No lengthy analysis is needed to
make one understand her hunger or
the inequality of her segregated edu-
cation! By stressing the facts and
pausing for introspection only at cru-
cial moments, Anne avoids any over-
dramatization. Her candid style for-
ces one to believe her words and
heightens the impact of her message.
Black not Whlto
Even as a child, Anne Is rarely
carefree. At any early age she learns
the significance of her blackness.
When she is not allowed to sit with
her white friends downstairs at the
movies, she realizes "not only were
Ihey better than me because they
were white, but everything they
owned and everything connected
with them was better than what was
available to me . . . Their whiteness
provided them with a pass to the
downstairs in that nice section and
my blackness sent me to the bal-
cony."
Fear and loneliness become Anne's
constant companions. Her ambitions
separate her from her contempor-
aries and her family. Poverty forces
her to work as a maid. Although her
first jobs are with whites who respect
her dignity, she eventually encoun-
lers Mrs. Burke, a tyrannical
matriarch, active In the White Citi-
zen's Council.
At this point Emmet Till, a black
teenager from Chicago, is murder-
ed, and Anne feels the consequences
of her blackness. "Before Emmet
Till's murder, I had known the fear
of hunger, hell and the Devil. But
now there was a new fear known to
nie-lhe feui« of being killed just be-
cause I was black."
Hate
Only 15 years old, Anne begins to
hate. She hates the white people
for murdering her people and for
their enforced degradation of blacks.
She also hates the black people who
refuse lo stand up and protest these
actions.
One of her relatives Is shot in the
foot by another black. Anne describes
this woman's reactlon-"She placed
the blame where it rightfully belong-
ed, that is, upon the whites in Wood-
ville and how they set up things mak-
ing it almost impossile for the Negro
man to earn a living."
Tho Awakening
As Anne gruduules from high
school and enters college, ono senses
her personal triumph over nuiny ob-
stacles. Like Claude Brown, she Is
one of the few who make it out of
the community to succeed. Yet dur-
ing her junior year at Tougaloo the
focus of the book, as well as her
life, changes. Anne joins the NAACP
and becomes an active participant
in the Movement.
Through Anne's eyes, one sees tho
courageous struggle of the black
people for equality. Hostility and vio-
lence is the white response. After
leading one of the first sit-ins In
Jackson, Anne notes, "all I could
think of was ho wsick Mississippi
whiles were. They believed so much
in the segregated Southern way of
life, they would kill to preserve it
... I knew that the killing had just
begun."
Despair
Working in the Canton voter re-
gistration drive with Anne, one feels
the powerlessness of a minority. Life
becomes a constant battle against
white racism and black apathy. Fear
is the vigilant attendant of the Move-
ment. Under the constant tension,
Anne loses 15 pounds In one week.
Thus, one understands her bitterness
at the 1963 Washington March—
"Martin Luther King went on and
on talking about his dream. I sat
there thinking that in Canton we
never had time to sleep, much less
dream."
Anne closes with a graphic descrip-
tion of the frustrations of the Move-
ment, a portrait which arouses one's
emotions and creates a sense of ur-
gency. Returning to Canton, she
meets C. O. Chinn, formerly one of
the wealthiest blacks In the town,
now linked to a chain gang by the
white society. His wife best expres-
ses Anne's feelings-"We ain't big
enough to do it by ourselves." As
she travels to Washington to testify
for the Movement, Anne visualizes
all the violence and frustration she
has experienced. Her companions be-
gin to sing "We shall overcome some
day." "I WONDER. I really WON-
DER. " are Anne's last words.
the Store Front Learning Center as
"an effort outside the school system
to co-ordinate the action of interested
teachers and parents in the South
End." The process of "learning by
rote," she feels, causes children of
minority groups to be "held back
every inch of the way." Her work
will Involve supervision of after-
school activities directed towards the
youngsters' interests. "The Center is
a pleasant, liomey place, painted in
bright, beautiful colors. I think it's
got a lot of potential."
The Center began last September
in a former barbershop. Now located
on two floors of a warehouse rented
from the Boston Redevelopment
Agency, the enterprise serves young
people ranging in age from four to
twenty. The tiny tot playroom and
the combination recreation-study area
upstairs are open from 9 a.m. to
10 p.m. According to the original
proposal for the project, the Cen-
ter's resources should include an ex-
tensive library of paperback's, re-
search material on black culture,
equipment for the study of sciences
and languages, records, tapes, and
typewriters. The yearly budget of
fifty thousand dollars is derived
solely from philanthropic contribu-
tions.
As Kozol told the Bay State Ban-
ner, "Ultimately the program will
function solely at the direction of the
community people." Public school
teachers and future teachers are also
encouraged to participate in this
experiment Its press release claims
that learning at the Center becomes
"an autonomous enterprise carried
out among pupils working and shar-
ing to help each other." Local control
of an effective educational system
is the apparent goal of this and many
another community.
Eldridge Cleaver Displays Defiant Style,
Denounces Piqs in Politics, Police Force
by Anno Trobllcocli '70
Klilrldgo Cleuvvr. l<:lclrlilgo Clea-
ver: Post-Prison Writings und
Speeches. Edited and with an up-
prul.su) by Robert Sclieer. New
York: Random House, Feb. 1009.
"America has said 'No' to the
black man's demand for liberation,
and this 'no' Is unacceptable to
University of Culiforna at Berk-
eley this full, Cleaver gleefully
roasts Gov. Ronald Reagan and
Senatorial candidate Max Raffer-
ty„ whom he refers to as the
"Hollywood team of Mickey Mouse
and Donald Duck."
Colonalism
With the Bluck Panthers' pro-
bluck people. They ure going lo posals on record In the appendix
strike buck . . . They are going (the Nut Hcntoff Playboy inter-
to escalate their relullutlon." Eld- view with Cleaver), he offers fur-
ridge Cleave writes with the clari- ther juslificiatlons for these posi-
ty and determination that lends lions throughout the different arti-
nwesome credibility to that state- cles. Using the assumption that
inent, made two days after the as- the black people hove been placed
sussination of Martin Luther King, historically as a colonized people,
he calls for a United Nations ple-
biscite "to answer the question,
once and for all: Just what the
musses of bluck pei»"le want. Do
the musses of black people con-
sider themselves a nation?" He
then traces their land hunger to
Jr.
Today, no one, with the probably
exception of his wife Kathleen,
knows ('leu vol's whereabouts, lie
Is u fugitive from Justice, huvlng
disuppeurcd on November 22,
1968, five days before he was sup-
I>osed to submit to authorities for "<-s previous denial,
an October shoot-out with the Oak- "Oppressed because of the color
land police. of their skin, black people are re-
Power but Repetition acting on that basis." For that
Yet, despite his physical atwense, reason, Cleuver urges, "Now let's
the power of his personality and niove on. We must not react to
his writings, Inltuted by prison white definitions."
comiwsltlon of Soul on Ico, retain Pigs' Aggression
their "dynumic strength. This re- One definition Cleaver reacts
cent book is Important not only vituperatively to Is the Institution
for the insights Into Cleaver's ex- of the infamous Oakland Police
citing life, but for the weight of Department. Vivid descrlpions re-
the concepts and programs he and ,ate justifications for his hatred
the Black Panthers ombrace. of ,ne "P'gs" Injured In a gun
The book's major fulling is Its ",,ttle wi,h ,nc OPD - he recalls
ength; rcnetllive haranguing robs ,'s cnco"n^r with the chief of-
he collection of much of its inl- nf.U.
'Where are you wounded?' he
asked me.
"I pointed out my wound to
him. The Pig of Pigs looked down
at my wound, raised his foot and
stomped on the wound."
"Get him out of here,' he told
the other pigs, and they took me
away."
With an inl'ir<Hi log antj a pr |son
t
tlal effectiveness. Using articles
orlginnlly published in Ramparts,
Robert Scheer has done a credit-
able job of coordinating them;
some, however, remain incom-
patible, with rocky transitions be-
tween unrelated sections.
Scheer provides useful back-
ground introductions which help to
explain the shifts in subject, tone record Including nine years* in" the
und sophistication of language pen for rape. Cleaver 33 wasfrom one portion to the next. A hardly in a position to argue He
progression of increased political offers an intimate look at prison
awareness emerges through the psychology. ns he traces his pre-
urticles" chronological arrange- vious involvement with the Black
ment. Muslim movement. First arrested
Black Panthers at age 12 for stealing a bicycle,
With deep admiration for lead- ne says, "I noticed that every
ers Huey P. Newton and Bobby time I went back to jail, the same
Scale, Cleaver describes his reall- Kuys who were in Juvenile Hall
zation of "falling in love with the with me were also there again."
Black Panther Party" in early He adds, "Not by any stretch of
1967. The cause to "Free Huey ">e imagination can the children
Newton," who has been arrested In the Juvenile Halls be condemn-
on a charge of killing an Oakland c <i. because . .
.
they're processed
cop, combined with a heightened by ar> environment that they h-.e
sense of mission for black people n0 control over."
led Cleaver to run for President Mixed Insights
in 1968 on a platform of "Black Both a strength and a weakness
oower to black people. Power to of ,hls collection of informal es-
all the people." suvs 's Cleaver's variance in ap-
Clarlfying his views on the con- I)roach and degree of intellectual
trovcrsy over his lecturing at the (Continued on pago D)
Trainees Learn
Self-help at OIC
by Peggy Macklcwicz '72
"OIC really tries to change a
person's whole outlook on life and
his way of living," claims Helen
Lynum, '70, who serves with Kar-
en Williamson '69 as a volunteer
with the organization. Their work
is connected with the Sociology
320 seminar which requires stu-
dents to study the interaction of
urban economic, educational, poli-
tical, and social systems. The Op-
portunities Industrialization Cen-
ters of Greater Boston, established
in Roxbury in 1966, offer a com-
munity-based self-help program to
those lacking skills, education,
and /or jobs.
The OIC student enters this
training center as a result of di-
rect recruitment, references by
other agencies, or his own motiva-
tion. Helen is an interviewer of
prospective trainees; she finds that
many of them are in their early
twenties or over 40. After the in-
terview, students take general in-
telligence tests which indicate
their skills and potential. A pe-
riod of counseling follows. Next
trainees begin feeder (pre-voca-
lional) course training programs,
which last several weeks. Courses
in job strategy and personal de-
velopment, minority history. Eng-
lish, math, and consumer educa-
tion prepare OIC students to seek
meaningful employment and to
manage their future careers. "The
educational department is connect-
ed with Harvard," Helen adds.
Trutnces Obtain Skills
Encouraging students to foster
an attitude of self-confidence, the
OIC staff stresses efficient work
practices. The trainee may enter
one of seven job-training courses:
electronic production, key punch
operation, secretarial science, mer-
chandising and marketing, blue
print reading, graphic arts, busi-
ness machine operation, and tele-
phone operating. In sponsoring
this training, OIC offers students
"a chance for social mobility in
their jobs," Helen believes. She
finds the program "well-organized"
and the facilities "Impressive."
After the student has finished his
training, he enters a period of
placement consultation; job devel-
opers acquainted with him and his
line of work assist the trainee in
securing a position. Once hired,
the former OIC student may con-
sult his trainer-coach in a follow-
up program.
Helen adds that OIC receives
funds from the federal govern-
ment, foundations, businesses, and
industry. OIC also co-operates
with local companies, a large de-
partment store, a grocery chain,
and a transit company to provide
opportunities for on-the-job train-
ing. The organization's basic fa-
cilities include business machines,
computers, a switchboard, and a
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Black Students Discuss Black Student Unions, Rebellions
By Junr E. Robert.* '70
Tiio liiNt few years have wit-
nessed the rise uf Dliick Student
Unions. What do you think Is re-
sponsible for this phenomenon!?
Clarence James: This phenomen-
on comes about as a result of black
students being more highly organ-
ized and having progressed to a
higher level of political sophistica-
tion, not only vls-a-vis their in-
dividual universities, but also In
relation to the black communities
as well. This is not a purely con-
temporary afTair, however, but it
is an extension of student Involve-
ment that began in the early 60's
with the start of the sit-ins, the or-
ganization of SNCC, student in-
volvement in CORE and SCLC and
such people-mobilizing organiza-
tions.
.Skip Griffin: 1 think also that the
development of these groups . . .
mirrors the Increased political so-
phistication of black people in
general. Thut Is, we now under-
stand the politics thnt are involved
in determine how goods and servi-
ces are distributed In this country,
und if we are to get an equitable
distribution of these goods nnd
services, then we must begin to
move politically and organize our
people In groups so that the force
of people can over come the force
of technology and money, which
have been the guiding forces of
-this society to date.
How do you think that the
change in political awareness of
blacks In general Is to be read
In the context of Amcrlmn politi-
cal structures?
Clarence: The fact that black
people are becoming more political-
ly aware la in itself revolutionary
because politics within this culture
has never been the decision-making
process that propagandists who call
it a democracy would make it out
to be. Politics have always been. In-
stead, the form to explain the de-
cisions that have been made by
those who control the wealth the
distribution of goods and services.
It's more of a sham than anything
else. For black people to become not
only politically aware but politically
sophisticated to the point where
they allow decisions about their
lives, to be made only on premises
concerning their relation to people
instead of their relation to wealth
is in itself a revolutionary step. It
moves away from the Western prac-
tice of not letting decisions be made
by the majority of the people for
the good of the people.
Skip: Yeah! It is evident in student
demands that they are not only de-
manding a curriculum that is more
relevant to their lives but they are
also demanding a hand in the shap-
ing of these curricula. This ties in
with what Clarence said about poli-
tical decisions filtering down from
the top to the people, rather than
filtering up from the people, which
is the way It Is supposed to occur
in a democratic system (in case
anyone forgot). So students like
black people in general are demand-
ing a share in decision-making pow-
er in order to effect a more humane
society, one in which they can live.
Earl Strayhom: But the idea of a
humane society is part of the white
man's Jargon that ho has handed us
for so long now. He has brought
us and his own white people up
through institutions telling us that
this Is the route to a humane soci-
ety. To him those of us who go
back to the ghetto are his publicized
cadres and are supposed to tell the
people that this Is "one" humane
society, I.e. society Is effectively
homogeneous. This Is exactly whit I
we havo got to get nway from. Ev-
crywhrre one goes there are
bound to he differences
. .
.
Skip: I meant humane In the sense
that one understands those differ-
ences but understands that they are
all valid, and that they should all
play a part in determining the pol-
icy that all men are to live by. It la
humane In the sense Hint no man
has the right to detcrmlno how
black men ought to live.
Clarence: Yeah, at least they
shouldn't have the right exclusively.
Psychologist-Authors Examine Black Anger
That is, as long as we are trapped
In these geo-physlcal barriers, and
the existing system, the question
becomes not so much that white
people shouldn't decide for blacks,
but that these decisions do not be-
come exclusive. No one should be
left out of making decisions that
effect his life or the lives of people
who affect him.
The people who advocate riot
control claim that that is Just
what they are doing, namely, do-
ing something about people who
affect their lives, I.e., property.
Could you clarify that point?
Skip: The problem with riot control
is that it is meant to contain black
people rather than to alleviate the
problems that lead to riots in the
first place ... It deals with con-
tainment which stems from the
same psychology which justified
putting Jews in concentration
camps! The other thing that it Is
meant to do Is minimize the loss of
property at the expense of human
lives. In addition, it does little to
change the existing power relation-
ship between whites and blacks
which is one of superior-Inferior,
whllo superior to black. To the con-




Itrccntly then was an Incident
at Harvard around a course en-
titled Plnmilng ll-SB, when 125
black studrnls disrupted the
course and subsequently had It
removed from tho course, cata-
logue. Could you explain why thin
Was done?
NKlpi Planning 1UW was to bo n
courso on riot control. Again you
have iH.llcy makers dealing with
Hie physical manifestations of riots
rather than with their causes. It Is
a typical llberul trick; that Is they
try and make believe that peace Is
Ihc absence of conflict rather than
tho presence of Justice. It is our
Contention that thr> only effective
way to dent with riots Is to allevlnto
I he problems which precipitate
them
. . . Furthermore, as long as
one doesn't remover the causes of
riots one never totally removes the
by Betsy Bowman '71
,
"What the hell do niggers want
anyway?" This is the voice of
white America lashing back at the
growing discontent of Negroes in
the U.S. Just what Negroes do
want, how they are blocked psycho-
logically by white society, and how
their anger may progress Is the
subject of a uniquely perceptive
book. Black Rage, written by two
black psychiatrists, William H.
Grier and Price M. Cobbs. Drs.
Grier and Cobbs are assistant pro-
fessors of psychiatry at the Univer-
sity of California Medical Center,
San Francisco, and both have pri-
vate practices.
Block Bage while written in a
highly emotional manner, reveals
the full range of psychological
conflicts and the subsequent des-
peration of the black man In Amer-
ica, in a. way which if not factually
convincing, is extremely moving. It
is not a statistical study or report
but rather a set of theories based
on the authors' clinical observa-
tions. This restriction of basis for
conclusion Is Important in that
most of the case studies presented
In the book Involve patients who
have some education or occupa-
tional aptitude (and are frustrated
by the white system); blacks lack-
ing either of these potentials are
street. But Black Rage still emer-
not discussed except In the ab-
ges as an Influential first book of
its kind
The Roots
The authors trace the unique
psychological position of the black
man back "In time to his enslaved
country as slaves were stripped of
ancestors." Africans brought to this
their own history and the slave cul-
ture remained as the only histori-
cal basis for future behavior. The
Negro "was forbidden to be an
African and never allowed to be
an American." This rupture with a
real past results In every genera-
tion of blacks growing up nlonc.
The white master-black slave psy-
chology has never been altered.
That authors continually stress the
fact that while the basic psycho-
logical make-up of blacks Is simi-
lar to that of whites, centuries of
this symbiotic relationship have
caused blacks to devclo > certain
adaptive psychological tendencies.
Blacks "are a ready victim for the
projection of hostile feelings."
Nevertheless, some of these adap-
tions have ricvcloied n vigorous
style of life touching religion, mu-
sic and mis.
Because of thta deeply cngrnlned
American concept of hatred for
blacks, Negroes have immense diffi-
culties achieving manhood and wo-
manhood. Feminine narcissism in
black women is impossible in a
culture which regards Negroid fea-
tures as ugly. Black mothers who
painfully comb out their daughters'
frizzy hair dally give young black
girls the Idea that they an; Indeed
ugly. If the mother sees no beau-
ty In her child, the daughter can-
not hope for recognition in soci-
ety. As a result, youth is only a
brief moment for black women;
they willingly settle into the role
of a dowdy, middle-aged mother
at the age of twenty-five. Negro
hoys have witnessed th Ineffec-
tiveness of their own fathers and
have no other concept of the male
role. White America prevents
black men from protecting their
families; It ignores their dignity.
It is the role of the Negro mother
to suppress the assertlvness in her
son so that he has some chance
of "making it" with white men.
Weak Family Structure
The authors maintain that black
difficulty in achieving full Identity,
coupled with societal frustrations
results In the weakness of the Ne-
gro family structure. "Nowhere In
the U.S. can the black family ex-
tend an umbrella of protection over
its members the way that a white
family can." Crime Is allowed to
flourish In black neighborhoods,
black men must passively watch
the abusement of their women,
laws are discriminatory. Even Ne-
groes who show early promise often
fall In their careers because accom-
plishment Is viewed as abandon-
ment of loved ones. Negro couples
must fnco overpowering marital
problems that the society imposes
upon them.
The psychological result of these
white racism forces In the Ameri-
can Negro is "cultural paranoia
which often pushes him over the
brink into true paranoid schizo-
phrenia." Paranoln, a withdrawal
from reality with delusions of per-
secution, reigns as tho most com-
mon form of mental Illness among
black Americans. If the Negro does
not develop a certain suspiciousness
and defensive posture, he will not
survive in the U.S. In other words,
this paranoia is only a necessary
adaptive measure, which neverthe-
less leaves the Negro dangerously
near mental Illness. Drs. Grier and
Cobbs state that as psychiatrists
they try to reorder Internal consis-
tency so that blacks can move to
end external frustrations.
Finally, the book argues that the
suppressed anger of black men Is
beginning to break through these
psychic barriers erected during the
time of slavery. The psychic ener-
gy that has In the past been used
to mask black suffering Is begin-
ning to be released. The nuthors.
with other blacks suggest that the
only way whites can avoid a final
confrontation Is for them to "get
off the backs" of Negroes.
This order, if not rationally con-
vincing, is powerfully simple. How
should whites get off the backs of
Negroes? "By simply doing ft —
now," tho nuthors insist. Otherwise,
whites must experience black rage.
"For there are no more psycho-
logical tricks blacks can play up-
on themselves to make it possible
to exist in dreadful circumstances.
. .
No more lies can they tell
themselves ... No more patience
... No more reason. Only a welling
tide risen out of all those terrible
years of grief, now a tidal wnve of
fury nnd rage, and all black, black
as night." Black Rage speaks for
itself. Americans, black and white,
have to listen.
possibility of riots no matter how
intense containment and repression
may be.
Why did you choose to disrupt
tho class Instead of using the es-
tablished channels?
Skip: The problem with going
through the conventional channels
is that there is usually quite a bit
of l.mc and uncertainty involved.
Seme things .such as the needs of
'ho black community, are immedi-
ate. Also, in the past we have found
that proceeding through so-called le-
gitimate democratic channels are
merely exercises in futility. The sys-
:om should ot take precedence
over the values one is trying to es-
tablish. When the system supports
or sometimes gives birth to illegit-
imate values, one can no longer
deal with the system as legitimate.
One must then begin to employ
new methods which will see to it
that the proper values are estab-
lished.
Would you say that tho revolts
on campuses are an expression of
the rejection of national political
structures as well?
Skip: Yes definitely. Although stu-
dent rel>elllons represent the stu-
denls'atlcmpts to straighten out the
areas In which they are most im-
mediately affected, they also carry
national political Implications be-
cause they mirror the nationwide
attempts of black communities to
straighten out their own affairs.
This ties In with Malcolm's belief
that tho real work is done by Indi-
genous people who havo an under-
standing of tho problems of their
IMxullnr situation. You Bee, we un-
derstand that for 300 years Har-
vard had made all the decisions el-
ecting its students and the immedi-
ate communities. It had never al-
lowed black students or any stu-
dent to play a role in determining
Hie I ho content of the curriculum.
It hnd never consulted the black
communities In Cambridge or Rox-
ns to lli-lr needs and desires. So we
are trying to assume a role In de-
cision-making with respect to the
things which Immediately affect
us, e. g., the curriculum at Har-
vard and the neighboring black
communities. This is the kind of
Ihlng that BSU's nationwide are
Interested in achieving.
Whnt do you think Is
What do you think Is tho prob-
lem basic to Institutional struc-
tures In this country which tho
CSU's are trying to change on a
nilrrorosmlc level?
Clarence: The- problem with all in-
stitutions In this country is that
they are all set up for the perpetua-
tion of a system that is six or seven
hundred years old, namely, the ex-
tensions of feudalism to mercanti-
lism to colonialism to neocolonial-
ism. Even educational institutions
have been under the guiding force
of these systems. Universities are
not run by educators, but are run
in truth by the same people who
run the economic and political In-
stitutions.
Some university officials contend
that student leftists make a mis-
take In employing civil rights tac-
tics on university structures. They
claim that the university Is the
most liberal Institution In tho
counry, and that it should be al-
lowed to function peacefully.
What Is your feeling on the mat-
tor?
Skip: Well, ideally universities
should be the most liberal Institu-
tions in a society: they should turn
out people who will build a better
society, but they have been negli-
gent in this capacity. For instance,
at Harvard the motto is Veritas.
Here they supposedly search for
truth. Yet they continue to teach
half-truths. They ignore the contri-
butions of black men and totally
Ignore the contributions of Africa
which is the birth-place of man, and
which is one of the richest contin-
ents on our planet, with respect to
natural resources and cultural con-
tributions of black men in general.
Such recognition serves a two-fold
purpose, it teaches white people to
respect black people, and it also
teaches black people to respect
themselves. Until such time that a
man has respect for himself he can
never be free.
What do you project as the fi-
nal results of student rebellions?
Skip: Well, one of two things can
happen. Either the authorities will
insist upon repressing them as
they do all other political move-
ments which express dissent, or
they will comply with the demands
for change ... I think that If they
learn to accept the principle that
all people should have a voice in
decision-making and a right to de-
cision making power, then the dis-
turbances will cease. I think we
have reached a point of no return.
America has either to make this a
truly democratic society by bring-
ing our actions into harmony with
tho principles outlined In the Con-
stitution and the Declaration of In-
dependence, or it has to move
toward a more totalitarian society.
Burke and Aristotle would argue
that one has to uphold tradition be-
cause it has been established over
years of practice. In modern-day
terms this would seem to be a plea
for law and order. However, law and
order are not valid unless they in-
corporate justice. If what black
people have been living under for
the past 300 years is law and order,
then it is time for some lawlessness
and some disorder. If one goes
back in history one finds political
precedents being set, e.g., the Amer-
ican Revolution, the Russian Revo-
lution, and the Chinese Revolution.
If there is any justification for
them, then there is equal justifica-
tion for establishing by any means
necessary, a new precedent which
will bring about in this country, a
government which is run by all the
people whether black, Puerto Rican,
Mexican American, Pueblo and
even the WASP who is in power
today.
"I am tlrad of work; I am tired of building up lomabody elia'i civilization."
—Clauds McKay
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'Banner Speaks Outfor Roxbury
•70 Immediately receptive to the Im-
pact a black paper can produce.
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model city."
Boston Location
Now publisher and editor of the Black Art
Bonnor, Mr. Miller gave several Mr. Miller went on to discuss the
reasons for choosing Boston as the role of art in the black community,
best place to start a black news- In 1966, the Banner sponsored a
paper. "I consider the Boston ghet- "Sunday in the Park" exhibition, a
to the most signifigant in the coun- highly successful showing of local
try," said the editor. The size (an- artists' work ut Frunklln Park that
prox. 80,000) is one aspect in its sparked other artistic endeavors,
favor. Boston offered a communltyMr. Miller feels that art has a signi-
figant role in social change. The
pages of the Bonner reflect his atti-
tude and the talent of Roxbury ar-
tists. Every week the paper fea-
tures fashion, music, theater, and
cinema news that Is oriented to
black people.
The Banner Is closely involved
volved with the community that
it serves. Although it is impossible
to measure exactly how great a
role the paper plays in focusing
community opinion, there are nu-
merous examples of the interaction
between the paper and its readers.
Recently, when "the Drum," a
WBUR radio show called "the voice
of the black community" lacked
capital to continue broadcasting, a
feature article in the Banner alert-
ed the community and sufficient
funds were found to keep "the
Drum" on the air.
Community Orientation
Several of the regular weekly fea-
tures also illustrate the Banner's
community orientution. 'The Ro-
vln' Camera" samples community
opinion on current issues. Jo Hoi-
ley's column gives social news.
Every letter to the editor that is
received is considered and most are
printed.
The Banner is being redesigned
this spring, states Mr. Miller, who
plans to continue as publisher. The
paper continues to ullruct volunteer
student help to augment the regu-
lars staff in preparing the paper
for press.
-if-
Th» B»y StsU lawn ' 'So what I writ* It urged out of my blood."
—Claude McKay
Lincoln Filene Center Offers
New View of Self-Awareness
Wellesley Students Plan Model Cities9 Schools
How will Boston meet demands
for decentralization of thi public
school system? How can black
neighborhoods comply with the
racial imbalance law, which
states that no school population
may have a black majority?
Model Cities Administrator Paul
Parks must search for solutions
to such problems as the program
advances through its planning
phase Three Wellesley juniors
participating in u Sociology 320
project, Terry Bruce, Nancy Shel-
don, and Vance Smith, have in-
volved themselves in the city
planning aspect of the Model Cit-
ies educational program.
In April. 1967. the Boston Re-
development Agency (BRA) and
Action for Boston Community
Development (ABCD) requested
a $240,000 planning grant for the
Boston Model City program. City
councillor Thomas I. Atkins led u
conference to discuss plans for u
residents' planning body. "The
whole Model Cities area is a
doughnut shape around the Wash-
ington Park ghetto," explains'
Terry. "This is a federally-funded
project to renew the Roxbury-
North Dorchester-Jamaica Plain
area." Parks believes the Model
Cities project is designed to "up-
grade the life quality of the peo-
ple" and to structure a political
system for a city of today that
can allow for the participation of
the people."
Volunteers Tackle Statistics
The Model City Administration
attempts to achieve reforms and
to introduce innovative programs
in the areas of housing, business
and employment practices, public
facilities, city services, health,
welfare, and of course, education.
Plans to restructure and to de-
centralize the school system with
an emphasis on community con-
trol have been initiated. The
three juniors have been working
with ,Mrs. Collette Godman, a
graduate of Wellesley now em-
ployed by Model Cities as a city
planner to investigate the needs
and desires of the community.
Terry's first assignments have
included "copying large maps of
elementary school districts from a
small to a large scale and send-
ing them to school principals to
confirm district lines" and "cre-
ating block survey maps to show
what the houses on a hlnclc arc
made of and how many dwelling
units 'they contain." "The ulti-
mate purpose Is to desegregate
the schools." Terry believes.
"But ideologically I would like to
sec blacks have their own schools
to run the way they want. Di-
viding black students around the
city Is the antithesis of black
Eldridge Cleaver .
.
power." Surprised by the amount
of "b'usy work" to be completed
In the office, she adds "I feel
very far away from the goal."
Vance Smith freely admits, "I
enjoy getting outside of Welles-
ley; It's a very different experi-
ence." She also must transfer da-
ta to maps and study surveys.
"From where I'm looking at the
program," she comments, "It
seems meticulous and limc-con-
Hlimlng." The purposes of the pn*-
Jccl, she feels ,nrc "to ntukv
schools attractive, conveniently
placed well-staffed" and "to u|>-
grade standards of facilities and
education." 'The staff believes
very strongly inwhat they're do-
ing." Vance stresses. "Their hopes
ure dampened when they think
about the bureaucracy Involved."
Ski Instructors
Weekend positions available for
skiers to instruct high school
boys and girls. Prior instruction
experience not required. Good
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rigor. He shifts from general con-
demnations of the "pigs" and the
oppressors in our society to an an-
alysis of political mechanisms.
"There aren't any more state
governments," he says. "We have
these honorary pigs like Mayor
Alloto (mayor of San Francisco)
. . . presiding over the distribu-
tion of a lot of federal funds.
He's plugged into one gigantic
system.'
"
To combat this, he suggests
'The key note of the Black Pan-
ther parry's program in this time,
is for the decentralization of the
Institutions of society
. . . We want
to decentralize the educational in-
stitutions, because we need a Stan-
ford for black people. . .
. We
need lnstitutipns that can give us
the education that's necessary to
cope with our environment .
. .
We need an education that will
teach us to cope with white supre-
macy, white racism, and with the
murderous Institutions of this so-
ciety."
Condemns 'Integration'
In presenting his ideas for black
integrity and independence with-
out rejecting coexistence with
whites in a common society, Cleav-
er's prose, though hasty, is clear
and precise. He condemns the
term "Integration" as preventing
blacks from "realizing the need to
control their own Institutions and
to build their own sources of pow-
er."
He continues, "What black peo-
ple want now is relief from being
controlled and manipulated by
white people. That could take the
form of separation if white peo-
ple continue to create conditions
that make blacks convinced that
total 'separation Is the only alter-
native. If, on the other hand, con-
ditions change sufficiently to end
all exploitation and oppression
. . .
then there Is a possibility of Inte-
gration In the long run for those
who choose It. But we're a very
long way from that."
Frank Language
Cleaver's language can also take
an earthy turn, particularly in his
attacks on Reagan and the "pigs."
In "An Aside to Ronald Reagan,"
he declares, "I, for one, will never
kiss your ass, will never submit
to your demagogic machinations."
Later, Cleaver urges a Lyslstratic
method for the women in his au-
dience, with an appeal to "pussy
power" to exact concerted political
efforts on the part of the men.
Clearly, Cleaver's message is not
for Puritans.
It is, instead, a message that
must be reckoned with. Despite
the inherent haphazard nature of
this collection, it Is an important
book. Written by a respected,
idealized black leader who quotes
liberally his predecessors Malcolm
X and Che Guevara, It cannot be
Ignored.
Defending the Black Students
Union at a high school trying to
add black history to its curiculum,
hc explains. "They want an envir-
onment created on their own cam-
put — not one that will teach black
people how to be black, but one
that will remove the restraints, 60
that they can just be themselves,
and their blackness will automati-
"cally fluorlsh."
by Pago Talbott '72
The Lincoln Filene Center for
Citizenship and Public Affairs Is
"The only academic institution in
the United States fully devoted to
advancing qualitative and respon-
sive citizenship through education.
It seeks to discharge this respon-
sibility by engaging in studies and
projects on the political, social, and
economic dimensions of the rights
and duties of citizenship in a free
and open society," according to the
center's Informational pamphlet.
Today's Center stems from a plan
to "help close the gap between In-
tention and practice" in education
first realized in 1948 by the late Dr.
John J. Mahony, professor of educa-
tion at Boston University, and Dr.
Henry W. Holmes, former Dean of
the Harvard Graduate School of Ed-
ucation, who started the Civic Ed-
ucation Project In Cambridge. The
purpose of the project was to make
class room materials available
which might make students inter-
ested in political, social, and econo-
mic problems of the United States.
After joining Tufts University in
1954 as the Tufts Civic Education
Center, the organization, became
the Filene Center in 1961, In recog-
nition of the contributions made
to education by Mr. Lincoln Filene
of Boston.
Variety of Programs
Lincoln Filene Center has spon-
sored a wide variety of programs
in the past year. Last summer the
children In the Castle Square
Housing Development of Muslim's
South End participated In "Race
und Culture In American Life."
Activities Included arts and crafts,
tours to hospitals, police headquar-
ters, museums, and bus trips out
of Boston. Albert C. Pierce, gradu-
ate student in political science at
Tufts, explained In "Interchange,"
the Center's newsletter, "The
course was designed to bring the
child to a conscious understanding
of himself as an individual who
simultaneously shares certain char-
acteristics with other lndlviduals-
tallness, shyness, blackness, talka-
tiveness, laughter. Castle Square,
with its mix of white, black, Chi-
nese, and Spanish speaking people,
provided a perfect opportunity to
test the Race and Culture ap-
proach. The results were gratify-
ing."
In 1963 the Conference on Negro
Self-C o n c e p t : Implications for
Schools and Citizenship was held
at Tufts. The result of this confer-
ence was the Racial-Cultural Diver-
sity Program, now called the In-
tcrgroup Relations Curriculum.
The program's purpose is to re-
search and then introduce into
elementary schools the "sensitive
subject of cutural-racial diversity."
Says Damaris Ames, Director of
the program, "The teacher is the
key to the criminatory behavior
toward other program's success.
The teacher must Induce the pu-
pil to arrive at understanding and
conclusions on his own."
Other Projects
Other projects and programs in-
clude organization (1964-65) lead-
ing to the Massachusetts racial im-
balance law and the Tufts-New-
ton-Roxbury summer seminars for
teen-agers headed by Dr. Bradbury
Seasholes. This program served as
the basis for the Upward Bound
project at Tufts. The Tufts-Rox-
bury Preparatory Project (1965-
66), based at a Center storefront
on Blue Hill Avenue, was organ-
ized for inner-city eighth-and ninth-
graders for college-bound program-
ming. In 1968 Tufts students
Thomas Glynn and William Swann
reix>rted on university resources
und inner-city needs.
The Center's research touches
all age groups. The professional
staff of the Lincoln Filene Center
works with teachers, students,
and social workers to spread the
spirit of democracy In education.
Dedicated to "a force for educa-
tion in the art and practice of self-
government," the Center spreads
the meaning of citizenship through
its activities in education and pub-
lic affairs.
Black Art . .
.
(Continued from page 4)
themes.
More recently, there have been
renewed attempts on the part of
the black artists to re-establish
a true movement among them-
selves. There has been a renewed
interest In the artistic heritage
which Africa has to offer the
black man. However, the ap-
proach this time is not to simply
employ the designs of Africa
within the artist's work, as has
been the habit in the past. Rath-
er, the aim Is to become ac-
quainted with the African exper-
ience itself and interpret it visu-
ally. Thus, more and more black
artists are journeying to Africa,
to learn about African life, to
make it part of their own black
experience.
Simultaneous with this con-
temporary trend to incorporate
African life In the themes of
black art, is the trend towards
black revolutionary art. Perpetu-
ated primarily by young artists
black revolutionary art has taken
the educative role of the mural
one step further. Rather than
merely reflective of the past, the
revolutionary art is seen to be
Instructive of the present. Excel-
lent examples of black revolu-
tionary art are the "Wall of Re-
spect" in Chicago and more im-
mediately the murals of Dana
Chandler and Gary Rickson on
Bluehill Avenue In Roxbury.
Black revolutionary art is delib-
erately abrasive in its content.
Raw-edged and coarsely ren-
dered in painfully strong and of-
ten clashing colors it demands,
forces, a response from those to
whom it is directed, black peo-
ple. This art speaks to black peo-
ple In the same demanding tone
as does this poem of LeRoi Jones
which Is scrawled on a large sec-
tion of Chicago's Wall of Re-
spect:
calling black people
calling all black people man
woman child
wherever you are, calling
you, urgent come in
black people, come In where-
ever you are urgent calling
you calling all black people
calling all black people
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Concert Offers Varied Program
By Wendy Nniton '70
Guest Beporter
A varied and exciting concert
was presented in Jewett auditor-
ium on Sunday, March 2
t
by the
Wellesley College Chamber Music
Society, headed by Margaret Ul-
mr *69, with the assistance of the
College Madrigal Group lender the
direction of Virginia Blankenhorn
'69. Two selections from the "Sym-
phonia Sacra (II, 13)" of Heln-
rich Schutz (1583-1672), "Was
Betrubst du dich, Melne Secle?"
and "Eins bette ich vom Herren,"
opened the program. The Madrigals
and Wendy Niercnberg '70 and
Priscilla Ross 71, violins Rebecca
Hensen '72, cello, and Eva Murphy
'69, positif organ, performed well
under Miss Blankenhorn's con-
trolled and sensitive direction.
Problems resulting from imbalance
between the vocal and instrumen-
tal groups were minimized, and en-
semble movement was generally
good.
Two trio sonatas, by J. J. Quan-
ta (1967-1773) and G. F. Handel
(1685-1759), for two flutes, cello,
and harpsichord, were played by
Virginia Scholl '69, Mary Lou
Casey '71, Ann Leslie '72, and Re-
becca Gould '71. Ensemble balance
was excellent, lurgcly because of
the remarkable tonul similarity of
the flutes; comfortable tempos were
chosen and, especially In the Han-
del, good contrast between move-
ments was obtained.
The music of Beethoven was per-
formed by Sarah Murray "70,
flute, Nuncy Mitchell '70, violin,
and Wendy Gillespie '72, viola, who
played the Entratn-ulleRro, An-
dante con Vurlnr.lonl, nnd Allegro
vivance e dlsliivollo from the "Sere-
nade in D Major, Op. 25." The in-
strumental combination was ideal tor
demonstration of possibilities of tex-
ture variation on the violin, as it
was paired at different times with
each of the other Instruments. The
second movement provided oppor-
tunity for virtuoso playing In each
part, and although some difficulty
with intonation was experienced,
potential for dynamic and color
contrast was utilized.
The performance of the "Cha-
conne" by Tommaso Vital! (b. 1665)
by Janet Packer '70 and Margaret
Ulmer '69 completely justified the
exliuberant confidence shown by
both players tho entire time they
were on stage, The piece is techni-
cally demanding but seemed to pre-
sent little difficulty to either musi-
cian."Pitch was accurate, bowing well
under control, and balance between
artist displayed a sensitivity to the
the two instruments excellent. Each
interpretation of the other. Tills un-
usual musical maturity provided a




Do you bolievo thet a 3-pronqod approach to struc-
tural revision (ttudant legislature, educational poli-
cy, faculty council) would be mora effective than
ho current structural?
Do you faal that tophomora senate reps are respon-
sive to their respective constituencies?
Do you foel there are major Inequities In the House
Council judicial procedures?









residont of the college heve
ocial and academic matters?
Do you generally favor coeducation at Wellesley?
Do you favor increased co-ordination with other In-
stitutions (that Is, semester exchanges and cross-
registration?












Roxbury Acc't . .
.
(continued from page 4)
people all the time. He finds,
"Everyone is a human being, every-
one has something to offer everyone
has taught me something
.
. . The
most beautiful thing will bo when
everyone cun Join hnnds together
and work for the common good."
"When some elementary school
children visited us," he reminisced,
"we tried to show them that love
is more than Just husband and wife
or two teenagers holding hands.
Love Is when people respect each




Ono of tho biggest fuc-
tors needed today is tho ability to
communicate."
Atkins Interns . . . Polk
. .
.
(Continued from page 4) (Continued from page 4)
Atkins himself seems "very dyna-
mic, with his finger in all 6orts of
pies."
Escape From WeUesleyT
Karen Williamson '69 will con-
tinue her internship which began
last semester. On Monday morn-
ings, she would help to prepare
memos or reports to be distributed
at the Council meetings in the af-
ternoons. Her "very hectic" Job In-
cluded "answering the phone,
browsing through material — Gal
Friday work." Expressing an appar-
ently widespread sentiment, Karen
said, half-Jokingly, "once you get
one foot out of Wellesley College,
there's no holding back; the office
Is something very different from
what Wellesley is." As for her em-
ployer, she Is "very Impressed with
what he's trying to do."
However, Miss Congleton adds,
"This particular project won't be
continued next year." She will be on
leave, and Tom Atkins may fail in
his campaign for re-election this
fall. This type of program could
easily bo adopted by other counci-
lors and officials, perhaps in con-
nection with courses In the socio-
logy, political science, and econo-
mics departments. The ingredients
for a successful project seem to be
an "innovative and active" politician
like Atkins and a few concerned
students eager to gain relevant ex-
perience.
ly they shouldn't become an Identi-
fiable body on campus," added Mr.
Polk.
Intangible Bole
To summarize his more intangi-
ble role on campus, Mr. Polk gave
an account of a conversation he had
with a student at New Rochelle
High School, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
where he worked as a social work-
er before coming to Wellesley. "Mr.
Polk, I don't see you as black. That
was only an accident of birth," said
the student.
"Because black in his context
meant inferior he wanted to bestow
on me something else. My blackness
may have been an accident of birth
but that's about where the acci-
dent ended. It's pretty essential to
what I am. The student could have
recognized in me those qualities be
liked without denying my black-
ness," Mr. Polk concluded. "Per-
haps my presence at Wellesley will
contribute in some way to a wider
understanding of the phenomenon
of black pride."
100. 0.0 0.0




11. Should students have the option of off-campus
housing? 90.7 2.3 7.0
12. Do you believe thet dormitory rooms should be
equipped with locks7
13. Do you think that unlimitod parletels would be fea-
sible considering current dormitory facilities? 47.6 44.2
14. Should an underused society house be converted into
» dormitory for men (for weekend lodging, etc.) ? 89.5 3.4 7.1
15. Would you utilise library facilities after midnight If
the library ware open all night? 38.1 61.2 10.7
Total voting: 51 X
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Acrou from Mi South Shafo
National Bank
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prpoeiTa rinNi. t» r... r-TiiunT
Annual Wellesley Group Flight
Boston or New York to London
Faculty, Employees, Administration
and their families eligible
Iri isMiH TWA Bote
Jaw 1 6— Sept. 11
Sarah B. Larrabee
237-9807 or 235-9722
«f»e»> of 60— UU
•tvt* of 26 — $310
College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008





Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card Is free to begin with.
Send In the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.
Sheraton Hotels&MotorInns
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WelkssUp BOb GS (H047
Friday * Saturday Eros a*
flMett
Sunday continuoui from 5:18
Other E~enbig_ at •
NOWI Ends TUES., Mar. 4
"MAGNIFICENTI"
—Time Mag.
THE CHARGE OF THE
LIGHT BRIGADE"
With Trevor Howard.
Vanessa Redgrave A John Gielgud
NEXTI 7 Day* beg. Wed, Mar. 5
Happy New Teen-Age Laugh Hftl
"THE IMPOSSIBLE YEARS"
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Merchant Misses Vitality Coeducation Meeting Offers Slant On Hot Issue
by PENNY ORTNEB *69
Since Shakespeare created Shy-
lock in The Merchant of Venice in
1600, the victimized Jew has be-
come a literary tradition. With this
literary convention now at its apex
with the contemporary tendency to
sympathize with the underdog, and
with our post-Freud an knowledge
of psychology, it is very difficult
in 1968 to sustain an unsympathetiic
interpretation of Skylock.
In Barn's porduction of The Mer-
chant of Venice last weekend, Ed-
win McDonough attempted to por-
tray Shylock not as the victimized
Jew, but as a completely mer-
cenary, if somewhat humorous, vil-
lain. There is no question that
many of Shakespeare's lines sup-
port such an interpretation. Yet, we
symapthize with Skylock on a much
deeper level. Despite the fact that
he is villainous, mercenary, an un-
loving father, and an unloyal Jew,
we understand, though it is unwrit-
ten, everything that he and his peo-
ple have endured; everything that
has driven him to be what he is;
—
and we, of the twentieth century,
sympathize.
Even if we could have aban-
donned our twentieth century at-
titudes for the play's duration, Mc-
Donough's performance would not
have given us a convincing villain.
Because he remained at an un-
naturally high pitch throughout the
production, he was unable to attain
a crescendo in Uie climactic trial
scene.
In addition to the problem of Shy-
lock, Shakespeare's piny presents
the intrinsic difficulty of the suc-
cessful combination of the two
plots—the Shylock story and the
Portia story. In the play, the plots
are artificially connected; they oc-
cur over different lengths of time
and In different locations; and the
sheer fantasy of the Portia plot
contrasts to the more serious na-
ture of the Shylock plot. The direc-
tion by Paul Barstow adequately
overcame these problems. By using
one perfect set, he was able to unify
the locations and, thereby, the
plots. The multi-leveled set, de-
signed by Eric Levenson, gave us
the acting areas.
The Portia plot was almost com-
pletely sustained by Marana Brooks
'72 as Portia. She gave a strong, if
somewhat matronly, performance,
despie at weak Bassanio, played by
Richard Silberg. As the play de-
mands, Portia came to life only af-
ter she was freed from the fate of
the caskets.
The acting was, on the whole,
disappointing but there were mo-
ments of sheer delight. Thorn Hola-
day, as Launcelot Gobbo, almost
stole the show in the scene with
his conscience. This was sur-
passed only in the succeeding mo-
ment when he conversed wiht his
half-blind father, play by Al Ferris.
These two nctnrs captured the vi-
tality (lint wan missing In their
colleagues.
by Sue Helncman '70
'Coeducation — a heated dis-
cussion" announced the fliers sent
out by the Educational Policy
Committee. As students and fac-
ulty members gathered to debate
the issue last Thursday night it
became apparent that the argu-
ment would be one-sided. No one
who strongly opposed coeducation
arrived. Nevertheless, the discus-
sion provoked serious thought.
Speculating 'if Wellesley were
coed " the discussion turned to a
comparison with Swarthmore.
Students felt that New England
lacks such small liberal arts col-
'eges and that a coed Wellesley
would help fulfill this demand.
Man and Woman
Most agreed that Wellesley





(Continued from pago 1)
Today, "Christian theology can and
must risk socio-political judge-
ments whenever boundaries of so-
cial differentiation racial or oth-
erwise cul wi deeply Into I ho
fabric of (lie humanity of mail ihal
men literally cry nut for Justine.
"
Ilcana Mnrculescu Is the first
Communist to speak nt Wellesley,
according to Denbeaux. She has
written about the contemporary
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Think it over, over coffee.
TheThink Drink.
tv >«ufnn TMnk Orink Muf . if«4 7S« and (rouf >iin and iM'tii la:
Think D.lo> Hut. Dcpl. N. P.O. Do.M. MtwYo-l, H.Y. 10046. Ihl Inltnullwul Coll.. 0.|.M,ilio
in certain reactions, but
these are not essential.
'All these differences stem
from society's tradition of what
is masculine and what is femi-
nine," argued a student. 'This is
why girls were afraid of wiring
batteries. I think this attitude is
very negative."
Weighing the Benefits
Discussing the changes coeduca-
tion might bring, most students
agreed that it would not be a
panacea. "However," stressed
one, "It would improve the social
environment; you'd have guys to
talk to." Another emphasized,
"When I think about coeducation,
I'm thinking about the classroom
environment. With coeducation
thero'd be more interest in courses
and more give and take in the
classroom."
"One of the things that strikes
dcring what kind of boys would me nDOut Wellesley is the differ-
apply, one student pointed out
the small number of science ma-
jors here. 'Not all boys are sci-
ence majors," replied another
student. "I think It's the nature
of n liberal arts education that
keeps Hie number of Rclencc nin-
Jors down," Miss Kll/abelh Rock,
chairman of iho rhcmlnlry de
ence between people in class and
in their social life," Interjected
Leah Otis '70. "If there were boys
here you couldn't Just be a brain
in class, you'd have to be a body,
a htimnn being, too. There would
not be this schizophrenic reac-
tion."
"When you consider Wellesley
l.nrlinenl, responded. James Ja* Ms nn Identity, It's limited to Just
chilli, iiRslslnnt professor of cheni- K<,|MR t„ class," one girl pointed
Istry, added that in comparison
to MIT Wellesley's chemistry
program is at least as good, part-
ly because of the greater con-
tact between students and fac-
ully.
In mouldering Iho imNsllilllty of
a ilirferenee belwcen n womnn's
anil ii iiinu'x education, one girl
asked the faculty present, "Do
you go nboul leaching women
there nro some slight differ-
ences. For example, he cited that
differently?" Mr. Loehlin felt
girls were more often afraid of
blowing themselves up when
wiring a battery. Miss Rock
agreed Ihal Ihere ore differences
out. "With boys here, there'd be
more to stay for. Now on the
weekend the main emphasis is to
get away. It's important for a
school to have more than just
academia. You have to live and
can't live in an entirely female
atmosphere."
Just a Fad?
Suggesting that Wellesley exper-
iment with coeducation by join-
ing the ten-college plan a student
explained that in this way the Col-
lege could retrace its steps later
on if coeducation were just a pass-
ing fad. "I hope that if we go coed,
we do it because we are convinced
and not because it's a fad," reacted
Miss Rock. The rest of the group
nodded in approval. Miss Dorothea
Widmayer, assistant professor of
biology, added, "I don't think this
can be an experiment. If the deci-
sion is to coeducate then Wellesley
has to throw everything behind
this decision while if the decision
is to remain a woman's college,
there must be a commitment."
At this point, a frustrated stu-
dent demanded, "Why hot go co-
ed? I can't find anyone with a
substantial reason against it." The
group then decided to form an ad
hoc committee on coeducation and
to encourage the opposition to par-






Bring along your I. D. and
get a 17% discount! Bona
fide college students can
ski here any day for only
$5, Mon. through Fri. (ex-
cept during holiday peri-
ods). Uncrowded midweek
skiing gives you a lot more
rum for your money.
SEE you SOON
Don't mill the after-ski
action at the new Crazy




O valley^^P' NEW H1HFWIH
Playtex*invents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out
to show yon how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent. . .it even protects on
your first day. Your worst dayl
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind . .
.
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because ifs different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out Fluffs out Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
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